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ABSTRACT

The primary focus of this study is to identify a combination of independent
thermodynamic and dynamic parameters that accurately detect realistic environments conducive
for tropical cyclogenesis (TCG) based on their anomalous sub-seasonal variability within
atmospheric general circulation model (GCM) simulations. In particular, we assess the
capabilities of an atmospheric GCM for detecting large scale and localized conditions for TCG
across the North Atlantic Main Development Region (MDR: 9°-21°N, 20°-80°W) on 10-day and
15-day timescales. We also evaluate sub-seasonal variability, estimated as the standard deviation
of daily data, as a predictive tool for TCG likelihood. Using the NCEP/NCAR and ERA-40
reanalysis datasets as a benchmark this study assesses GCM daily output from a 4-member
ensemble of the Community Atmospheric Model version 3.1 (CAM3.1) forced with observed
monthly sea-surface temperatures over the period June-September 1981-2000.
We identify 17 thermodynamic and dynamic TCG variables as potential predictors. From
these variables, we create four categories: thermodynamic-convective, dynamic-environmental,
dynamic-rotational, and combined thermodynamic-dynamic. Overall, the GCM ensemble
exhibits skill at simulating large-scale TCG environments on the seasonal scale and localized
TCG environments on the daily scale. To assess sub-seasonal variability of each TCG variable,
MDR-averaged 10-day and 15-day standardized deviation anomalies are calculated across the
CAM3.1 and ERA-40 datasets. Comparisons of results from a principal component analysis
(PCA) applied to CAM3.1 and ERA-40 data indicate that CAM3.1 identifies similar independent
predictors for the thermodynamic-convective and dynamic-environmental categories. However,
in the dynamic-rotational category, CAM3.1 is unable to capture vertical relative vorticity
gradient variability. When the thermodynamic-dynamic category is evaluated, dynamicrotational terms show larger variance in CAM3.1 compared to other categories while equal levels
of variance are seen in ERA-40. To assess predictive skill of TCG occurrences, a logistic
regression technique is implemented on the ERA-40 data and corresponding TCG events. Subseasonal variability on 15-day timescales performs well as a diagnostic tool for TCG
occurrences, yielded high accuracy (68.1-78.8%) and moderate precision (37.5-71.4%) totals,
however, threat scores are considerably lower (5.6-42.4%). Such findings indicate the potential
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for applying this method to CAM3.1 output and corresponding model-simulated TCG
occurrences.
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Chapter 1. INTRODUCTION
1.1 Project Overview and Motivation

Many studies have attempted to quantify the impact of atmospheric, oceanic and
climatological modulations on tropical cyclone activity using general circulation models
(GCMs). Despite yielding successes in areas like forecasting interannual variability of seasonal
tropical cyclone (TC) activity and understanding the possible influence of global climate change
on TC behavior, many of these experiments suffer from being based on blunt instruments where
a finer hand is needed. For instance, many studies use seasonally-averaged data of the large-scale
environment to diagnose the likelihood of TC events like tropical cyclogenesis (TCG) when
these processes occur on the timescales of hours to days. Other studies use GCM-dependent
threshold algorithms to detect and track specific TC–like disturbances in model simulations.
However, the low resolutions of many GCMs make it difficult to capture localized TC-dynamics
realistically, which reduces the reliability of many results.
In an effort towards improving the detection of North Atlantic TCG for seasonal
forecasting and climate change simulations, this study examines the ability of an atmospheric
GCM to simulate large-scale and localized TCG conditions based on sub-seasonal variability.
The purpose of this experiment is to identify a combination of independent anomalously varying
thermodynamic and dynamic parameters that accurately detects realistic TCG environments on
10-day and 15-day timescales within GCM simulations. These chosen TCG parameters consist
of a range of commonly accepted and recently proposed variables that best capture the evolution
from an incipient surface vortex (tropical depression) to a tropical storm. We also explore subseasonal variability as a predictive tool for TCG likelihood.
Our hypothesis is that TCG in present timescales is based on interactions between large
scale thermodynamic and localized dynamic conditions. Furthermore, based on the idea that
TCG relies on timescales less than one week, we expect some measure of sub-seasonal
variability is necessary to capture TCG more realistically in GCMs. Given the seasonal stability
of a developing TC‟s thermodynamic parameters, we expect the short-term variability of its
dynamic parameters to be indicative of the incipient vortex development necessary for TCG.
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1.2 Overview of TCG

Tropical cyclones (TCs) are large-scale warm-core low pressure systems that possess a
defined surface circulation. They develop over oceans from existing vortices that act to
concentrate diabatic heating within a moist convective environment by creating a positive
feedback mechanism which serves to spin-up the vortex and enhance the convection. The TC life
cycle can be divided into four phases: pregenesis with some closed circulation, tropical
depression, tropical storm (TS), and hurricane/typhoon status. Of these four stages, the transition
from pregenesis to TS status is referred to as TCG, which can be described as the transformation
of a „disorganized‟ convective system into a self-sustaining synoptic-scale warm-core vortex
with a cyclonic circulation at the surface. This transition is dependent upon the large scale
environmental conditions and the existence of an initial disturbance to generate instability that
ultimately serves to spin up the surface vortex.

1.3 Large Scale Environmental Conditions

The well known large scale environmental conditions conducive for TCG include preexisting convection, minimal wind shear throughout the depth of the troposphere (Gray, 1968;
McBride and Zehr, 1981a), significant presence of Coriolis force, high relative humidity in the
mid-troposphere, warm sea surface temperatures (SST) with a deep oceanic mixed layer, and a
conditionally unstable atmosphere.
Pre-existing convection involves a source of latent heating over a given oceanic region
that persists for a certain amount of time. Eventually local surface pressures drop and
environmental air will begin to converge toward this low pressure region. This convergence of
lower level air can be enhanced if significant planetary vorticity is present, which usually means
developing systems need to be at least 5-10 ° N/S away from the Equator. Furthermore, a
favorable wind shear pattern (less than 20 knots between 850mb and 200mb) is desired, which
helps keep the developing system‟s latent heat concentrated in a small area, thus maintaining the
longevity of the convection. A moist mid-troposphere allows for maximum development of
convection in the vertical via condensational warming and latent heat release (as opposed to dry
2

conditions leading to evaporative cooling and suppression of convection). Sustaining and
enhancing a moderate to deep convection rate also requires ample sensible and latent heat fluxes
from the ocean, especially when the ocean is warmer and moister than the inflowing air (i.e.
greater than 26°C). This warm ocean needs to extend as deep as possible to create a deep oceanic
mixed layer, which suppresses colder waters detrimental to TCG. Lastly, TCG depends strongly
on the presence of a conditionally unstable atmosphere where frictional convergence within the
boundary layer allows for vertical uplifting of the environmental air to its level of free
convection (Gray, 1979).

1.4 Day-to-Day Atmospheric Dynamics and TCG: Finite Amplitude Disturbances

Before the TCG phase can be initiated, a finite amplitude disturbance must exist within
the favorable large scale environment long enough to generate instability.
Within the Atlantic Ocean Basin and parts of the Western North Pacific, incipient disturbances
like African Easterly Waves (AEWs) generate TCG events most frequently. AEWs develop over
sub-Saharan Africa along the African Easterly Jet and propagate westward across the Atlantic
Ocean. They emerge over warm water convective regions and contain mid-level vortices that
ultimately help further generate long lasting convection in genesis areas. In many cases, an
easterly moving low level tropical disturbance will interact with a westerly moving tropical
upper-tropospheric trough to enhance low level convergence and moist convection, ultimately
generating a TS (Montgomery and Farrell, 1993). Possessing wave perturbations with periods of
3-5 days and a spatial scale of roughly 1000km, AEWs attribute to 7-9 tropical cyclones per
hurricane season.
1.5 Mesoscale Influences on TCG

Interaction between large scale dynamics and incipient disturbances is also observed in
the mesoscale within mesoscale convective systems (MCSs), or organized clusters of convection
found within the monsoon trough region. In favorable conditions where persistent convection
exists, mesoscale convective vortices (MCVs) may develop within mid-level stratiform regions
of the MCS. A typical MCV consists of a positive vorticity region in the mid-levels where warm,
3

positively buoyant air is still rising (via convection) coupled with a negative vorticity region at
low levels (via cold air precipitation downdrafts). Its lifecycle is based on several convective
cycles (as opposed to one convective cell) that develop, strengthen, dissipate and replace each
other over a given time period.
MCVs have been shown to possess important roles in promoting TCG through
interactions with low-level large scale troughs. One of the first breakthroughs in understanding
the role of MCVs in TCG occurred when Bister and Emanuel (1997) performed a modeling case
study on Hurricane Guillermo (1991) during the Tropical Experiment in Mexico (TEXMEX).
They found that within the original mesocyclone, a region of precipitation evaporatively cooled
the lower troposphere. The cooling air hovering over the warm ocean surface ultimately led to
the spin-up of a midlevel vortex coupled with divergent outflow. After some time, the midlevel
vortex concentrated the convective heating that generated cyclonic potential vorticity (PV) below
the maximum heating level, thus helping the vortex expanded down to the boundary layer. This
downward expansion generated surface inflow and amplified surface fluxes, thereby increasing
the equivalent potential temperature of inflowing air towards the developing system‟s saturated
core. A surface based warm core cyclone eventually formed and became embedded within the
cold air associated with the midlevel mesocyclone. Thus, the warm core surface cyclone that
eventually intensified into Hurricane Guillermo was directly dependent on the midlevel
mesocyclone driving a MCV to the surface.
Kieu et al. (2008) studied MCV contribution to TCG in a slightly different way by
focusing on the rotating and merging interaction of two MCVs associated with breakdowns of
the Intertropical Convergence Zone (ITCZ) during the genesis of TS Eugene (2005). Using
National Centers for Environmental Prediction and the National Center for Atmospheric
Research (NCEP/NCAR) reanalysis data among other resources, their analysis indicated both
MCVs merged via a coalescence and capture mode due to each vortex‟s large-scale steering flow
and size. Upon the merger, potential vorticity and tangential flows increased rapidly, which
helped initiate the wind-induced surface heat exchange process leading to TS Eugene. More
importantly, their results demonstrate that the ITCZ sets up favorable large scale environments
for TCG (dynamical instability, moist troposphere, background vorticity), but mesoscale
processes (merging MCVs in this case) typically determine the timing and location of TCG.
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1.6 Amplification and Intensification: Conditional Instability of the Second Kind (CISK) and Wind
Induced Surface Heat Exchange (WISHE)

Once the initial tropical disturbance transitions into a finite amplitude system,
intensification occurs via an air-sea interactive positive feedback process. This concept was first
proposed by Charney and Eliassen (1964) and known as Conditional Instability of the Second
Kind (CISK), which involves the utilization of ambient buoyancy (Convective Available
Potential Energy (CAPE)) through a cooperative feedback mechanism between cumulus clouds
and the existing finite amplitude synoptic scale disturbance to ultimately form the surface vortex.
During this process, sea-surface friction causes a deflection of converging air toward the surface
center before lifting upwards into the vertical due to mass continuity. The upward motion gives
way to condensational warming and latent heat release, which enhances the system‟s secondary
circulation, thereby causing vortex stretching and eventual intensification of low-level cyclonic
vorticity due to conservation of angular momentum (Ooyama 1964).
Rotunno and Emanuel (1987) essentially displaced CISK by emphasizing that developing
TCs more so depend on self-induced fluxes of moist enthalpy from the oceans (finite-amplitude
air-sea interaction instability), rather than ambient conditional instability. This theory, known as
Wind Induced Surface Heat Exchange (WISHE), initially assumes a moist neutral
thermodynamic profile where the primary instability is the thermodynamic difference between
ocean and boundary layer air. The reason for this finite-amplitude instability appears to be due to
evaporative cooling in low-entropy air of middle troposphere. Resulting downdrafts import lowentropy air into the boundary layer at such a high rate that it exceeds the heat flux from the ocean
surface. Intensification occurs when entropy in middle troposphere has been raised enough to
significantly weaken the low-entropy downdrafts. Such an imbalance in entropy triggers wind
induced latent heat fluxes near the surface that transport high theta-e values from the
ocean/boundary layer region into the middle troposphere along surfaces of constant angular
momentum. This uplifting mechanism channels higher entropy air back into the middle
troposphere causing temperature perturbations aloft that act to destabilize the troposphere and
intensify the initial vortex (Emanuel, 1991). As the developing TC‟s circulation becomes more
enhanced, so do the wind-induced surface fluxes until the boundary layer becomes saturated.
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Thus, the warming of the developing vortex is strongly dependent on the boundary-layer‟s moist
entropy budget and not solely from cumulus convection.
Due to the many complex processes that take place during TCG, understanding and
predicting the TCG phase is one of the most difficult tasks for operational forecasters, numerical
TC models, and global climate models. Part of the difficulty behind TCG is questioning whether
it is possible to identify an incipient disturbance that develops into a TC or if large scale
environmental forcing is the vital initializing factor. Determining locations conducive to TCG
essentially involves analyzing the ability of a region to support deep convection given a lowlevel absolute vorticity maximum to localize convection and shrink the Rossby radius of
deformation (Evans et al., 2010). However, even with ideal atmospheric conditions, predicting
where and when a tropical cyclone will develop is based on some chance because conditions for
TC formation are necessary, but not sufficient (Gray 1968).

1.7 Potential Vorticity and TCG

When authors studying TCG dynamics discuss Ertel‟s PV, a few important ideas arise.
Many argue that this equation is useful for analyzing environment/disturbance interactions due to
its quasi-conservational properties.

Having variables that are conserved under certain specified conditions allow them to act as
tracers on the flow. Although PV is conserved only for adiabatic, frictionless flow, most studies
indicate PV maxima and minima should be conserved on isentropic surfaces because far from the
TC core PV is nearly constant following air parcels.

Also, Ertel‟s PV principles link the

dynamics and heating of a tropical disturbance. Choosing to study PV involves locating
isentropic surfaces with significant effective angular momentum or eddy heat flux, which
incorporate areas with significant PV gradients.
Another vital precursor to TCG involves large scale interaction with PV disturbances in
both the lower and upper levels within the tropical environment. Using a three dimensional
primitive equation model with cloud physics, Challa and Pfeffer (1990) demonstrated rapid TCG
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in scenarios of strong eddy momentum flux convergence towards the storm center. Results from
this study suggested TCG can take place under cooperative processes between cumulus
convection and external forcing by upper-level wave asymmetries instead of solely between such
processes involving cumulus convection and boundary layer frictional convergence.
Montgomery and Farrell (1993) backed this theory by using both a two and three
dimensional moist geostrophic momentum model to analyze the influence of upper-level PV
disturbances on tropical cyclone formation in moist neutral environments. Neglecting any CISK
or WISHE amplification processes, they studied various cyclogenesis scenarios (moist and dry
adiabatic dynamics) assuming the pre-establishment of a low-level incipient disturbance: 2dimensional simple response of a balanced slab-symmetric vortex to upper level momentum
driving, 3-dimensional balanced PV dynamics in weak upper-level baroclinic zones with
moderately deep, the same 3-dimensional condition with deep saturated ascent. Their results
indicated that TCG can be initiated by asymmetric interactions associated with migratory upperlevel potential vorticity anomalies and low-level disturbances, especially in cases with deep
saturated ascent. Furthermore, even if there is little surface baroclinicity and weak upper level
baroclinicity, upper level PV disturbances can still initiate TCG from the development and
stretching of surface PV via interactions with the low-level disturbance.
The influence of potential vorticity perturbations on TC intensification was further
analyzed through case studies of Hurricane Elena (1985) and TS Danny (1985) (Molinari et al.,
1995; 1996). Both TCs began to intensify as small scale upper-level positive PV anomalies
became nearly superposed over the respective low-level TC centers. In the case of Hurricane
Elena, the TC‟s outflow anticyclone originally interacted with the approaching trough and
caused synoptic scale wave breaking to occur, which effectively thinned the trough and reduced
the depth of the accompanying high wind shear level. A constructive feedback process
subsequently took place between the upper and lower PV anomalies, which enhanced the
WISHE process and resulted in intensification of the TC. Unlike Hurricane Elena, TS Danny was
disorganized prior to interaction and the upper PV maximum was not part of an upper-level
trough, but instead was quasi-stationary. As TS Danny approached the anomaly, both the
anomaly itself and the outflow anticyclone became distorted and moved off-center as vertical
wind shear increased. However, the upper PV anomaly reduced in scale prior to superposition,
which weakened the shear and made the environment conducive for vortex interaction.
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Intensification was a result of not only these interactions and minimal shear, but also through
enhanced diabatic heating due to sharp increases in adiabatic, dynamically driven radial-vertical
circulation.
1.8 The Role of Variability and TCG

It is evident that TCG is triggered by varying degrees of interaction between
thermodynamic and dynamic variables on both large and localized spatial scales. Given that
these variable interactions consist of many favorable combinations, signals, and temporal ranges,
we view variability as the most ideal metric to capture the range of necessary TCG conditions.
This approach is favorable because it creates a uniform measure of comparison across variables,
datasets and timescales. We also believe variability, as opposed to averages, is a more sufficient
indicator of anomalous variable behavior that is likely to occur prior to the onset of TCG. In this
study, we assess each thermodynamic and dynamic parameter‟s variability both individually and
in the presence of other variables as they attribute to TCG events in a given spatial region.
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Chapter 2. LITERATURE REVIEW

Throughout the last few decades, TC activity has been examined and quantified in GCM
simulations for various purposes. One approach involves analyzing the skill of climate models in
detecting conditions conducive for TCG within seasonal TC forecasts. This chapter provides a
brief overview of seasonal TC forecasting in GCMs, followed by a thorough explanation of the
various techniques used by GCMs to simulate TCG on both the large- and localized-scale in both
present and future climates. In this study, we build upon these techniques in an attempt to
improve the assessment of TCG predictions using GCMs.
2.1 Seasonal Forecasting of TCs: Overview

Seasonal TC outlooks are either based on statistical, dynamical, or a mixture of both
types of procedures. Despite the method for creating a seasonal hurricane outlook, seasonal
hurricane forecasts are all probabilistic in nature because no matter how confident a forecast may
be for upcoming TC activity, there are still uncertainties that exist in all seasonal forecasting
techniques.
Statistical empirical models essentially use past information to predict future information.
They encode empirical correlations between TC activity and precursor climate predictors. Most
seasonal forecasts are produced using these types of models. Three statistical techniques are
currently in use. One approach applies statistical regression equations to predict the most likely
strength of vital atmospheric and oceanic anomalies. To complete this task, one can either
directly predict the strength of these anomalies, or first predict the dominant climate patterns that
most strongly influence their strength. Then, a second set of regression equations is implemented
to predict the most likely seasonal tropical cyclone activity associated with the expected
anomalies (Klotzbach et al., 2010). The second method is based on a climate-based binning
technique, which isolates the historical distribution of activity associated with predicted climate
conditions. That way, forecasters have the option of focusing only on those seasons containing
similar climate conditions, which differs from the pure regression equations that are derived
using all seasons of climate conditions. The third statistical approach, developed by the National
Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA), uses regression equations that relate coupled
ocean-atmosphere dynamical climate model forecasts of important atmospheric/oceanic
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anomalies to the observed seasonal activity. The advantage of this method is that dynamical
predictions can be utilized to forecast approaching seasonal activity without needing a specific
count of TC numbers produced by the model. A second dynamical approach involves directly
counting the number of named TCs a climate model predicts (Vitart et al., 1997).
Examples of organizations that use statistical empirical models to issue seasonal TC
outlooks for the Atlantic basin include Colorado State University (CSU, USA), the NOAA
Climate Prediction Center (NOAA CPC, USA), and Tropical Storm Risk (England).
Dynamical models are coupled ocean-atmosphere models that create global climate
forecasts from sets of initial conditions that exist before the TC season. These initial conditions
are determined by the atmospheric and oceanic observations that are subsequently incorporated
into the dynamical model. These models deal with uncertainty by running ensembles of
integrations across one or several different models that explicitly represents uncertainties in both
initial conditions and model equation sets. Dynamical models have trouble simulating the
intensity (structure and behavior) of TCs due to poor resolution, but they are still able to simulate
general TC systems realistically (Bengtsson et al., 1982; Vitart et al., 1997; Camargo and Sobel,
2004). Examples include the European Seasonal to Interannual Prediction (EUROSIP) multimodel ensemble of coupled ocean-atmosphere models, European Center for Medium Range
Weather Forecasts (ECMWF), Met Office, Meteo France, issued by the International Research
Institute for Climate and Society (IRI) since 2003 (Camargo and Barnston, 2008). Although
dynamical models have improved significantly over the last few decades, success and reliability
is still model-dependent. Resolution, the realistic representation of tropical convection, and the
inherent predictability of large scale circulation regimes such as El-Niño Southern Oscillation
(ENSO) are just a few sources of model bias and error.
Examples of organizations that use dynamical models to issue seasonal TC outlooks for
the Atlantic basin include ECMWF (England) and IRI (USA).
The next three sections focus on one primary component of seasonal TC forecasts:
predicting TCG accurately within an ocean basin. The last three sections provide an overview of
the successes of seasonal TC and TCG forecasts using GCMs.
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2.2 Seasonal Forecasting of TCG: Gray (1979)

The first attempt at forecasting TCG across an oceanic scale occurred in the late 1970s
(Gray, 1979). He proposed that climate induced conditions conducive for TCG fall under three
categories: surface environmental influences, surrounding tropospheric influences, and lower
stratospheric influences. Under this theory, he developed an empirical diagnostic tool known as a
Seasonal Genesis Parameter (SGP), which could be used to identify regions in which necessary
(but not sufficient) conditions exist for TCG on a seasonal basis (note that combining all four
seasons yielded a Yearly Genesis Parameter (YGP)). Essentially, it was a means of predicting
the likelihood of tropical cyclone occurrences in various oceanic basins across the globe based
on long term simulations from climate models.

(2)

The equation consists of six parameters: three thermodynamic and three dynamic
variables. Comprising the thermodynamic category is ocean thermal energy (sea surface
temperatures greater than 26°C multiplied by heat capacity of water and water density to a depth
of 60m), moist instability between the surface and mid-troposphere 500mb (the change in
equivalent potential temperature with respect to pressure), and mid-troposphere relative humidity
(only humidity 40-70+% scaled from 0-1). Likewise, the dynamic category consisted of lowlevel relative vorticity from the surface to 850mb, absolute value of the Coriolis parameter, and
the inverse of the vertical wind shear of the horizontal winds between the upper and lower
troposphere (950mb-200mb). The overall goal of his equation was to identify favorable locations
(5° latitude by 5° longitude on a fixed grid) for a certain number of TCs to form over a twenty
year period.
Gray demonstrated that the SGP approximately identified regions of TCG occurrences
across all major ocean basins during their respective TC seasons. Using seasonal climatological
means, his evaluations correlated well to actual TC numbers (per 5° latitude-longitude square)
during a 20-year period (1952-1971).
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2.3 Application of Gray’s SGP in Atmospheric GCMs

Given the accuracy of Gray‟s SGP using climatological means, many studies have been
conducted to assess and verify this parameter using both reanalysis data and GCM simulations.
Ryan et al. (1992) proposed that the SGP could be used as a diagnostic tool for considering
whether or not climatologies simulated by GCMs are favorable for TCG. Model climatologies
were taken from two recently completed runs of the Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial
Research Organization 9-level (CSIRO9) GCM, resulting in 30 years worth of data for a 1xCO2
(control) climate. They tested to see how well the GCM-control climatologies reproduced TCG
when compared to ECMWF reanalysis. They concluded that there is reasonable spatial
agreement between the models and Gray in regards to predicted areas of annual TCG and
observed climatology of TC frequency.
Similarly, Watterson et al. (1995) reassessed Gray‟s SGP as a method towards producing
both climatological and single-season numbers for TCG. Knowing that the SGP could be applied
to global analyses to locate regions of TCG activity during 1967-1986, this study compared
output from CSIRO9 model with observed ECMWF model output from 1979-1988 using
prescribed SSTs. In particular, they studied how well CSIRO9 model identified and displayed
positions of cyclone origin. Results indicated a high correlation between observed and inferred
simulated TCG numbers in the central Pacific, eastern north Pacific, and north Atlantic. Thus,
they concluded that Gray‟s SGP is useful in representing the direct influence of large-scale
circulation and thermodynamic anomalies on seasonal TCG associated with GCMs.
In addition, Gray‟s SGP has been implemented in other studies as an evaluation metric. Walsh
and Watterson (1997) used it to assess the skill of a limited area model (nested within a GCM
simulation) at producing the necessary, but not sufficient parameters for TCG over the Australian
region.
Clark and Chu (2002) applied the SGP to verify increased TCG frequencies within the
central north Pacific (CNP) during El Niño TC seasons. Used as one of several verification tools,
they determined that increased values of the dynamic potential term correlated well with
increased TCG frequency during these seasons. Also, the majority of initial TCG locations were
located within bands of relatively large dynamic potential values. These results further suggest
that Gray‟s SGP can be used to identify regions favorable for TCG on a seasonal scale.
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2.4 Modifications and Alternatives to Gray’s SGP

Although Gray‟s SGP has been verified and applied in several studies, several
modifications and alternative forecasting parameters have been developed over the last decade.
McBride and Zehr (1981a) claimed that by evaluating the Gray (1979) six large scale
environmental TC conditions separately as two subsets (thermal potential and dynamic potential)
only dynamic parameters vary significantly throughout a TC season. In Part I of a three-part
study of more than 800 tropical disturbances in the tropical northwest Pacific and tropical
northwest Atlantic, they determined no difference in thermal potential exists between those
systems that developed into TCs (developing) and those that did not (non-developing).
Furthermore, values of these three parameters remain consistent across seasonal timescales,
which essentially lays a foundation for TCG. On the other hand, dynamic potential possesses
large day-to-day variations and should be analyzed on a much more frequent time scale.
As a follow up to this conclusion, Part II of their study focused on the dynamical
differences between non-developing and developing TC systems (McBride and Zehr, 1981b).
Analyzing the same dataset as in Part 1, results indicated that developing systems possess large
areas (~4° radius) of sufficient amounts of relative vorticity, upper level divergence, vertical
motion, and minimal vertical wind shear. Furthermore, TCG is a result of large-scale
surrounding flow (changes in tropical general circulation) instead of the properties of the
incipient disturbance. This study‟s results suggest that given a foundation of consistent seasonal
thermodynamic potential, TCG may be more directly influenced by short term variability of
dynamic atmospheric parameters.
McDonnell and Holbrook (2004) addressed the limitations in Gray‟s SGP within the
Australian-southwest Pacific Ocean region by implementing a series of Poisson regression
models over monthly timescales. They analyzed the six TCG parameters using predictor lead
times up to five months. Then they cross-validated the most significant Poisson regression
models and evaluated the skill of their hindcasts. Their results identified saturated theta-e
gradients at various levels to be the most skillful in hindcasting temporal (phase and amplitude)
variability of TCG within this region. Similarly, regression models employing either just the
thermal potential terms or all six variables displayed the strongest abilities to hindcast spatial
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distribution of TCG within the region. Results from this study were significant because they
motivated future studies to evaluate more in-depth TCG on sub-regional and sub-seasonal scales.
As an improvement to Gray‟s SGP, Emanuel and Nolan (2004) proposed a new nondimensional seasonal TC forecasting parameter known as the Genesis Potential Index (GPI).

Developed using a statistical fitting method based on spatial/temporal cycles of average genesis
climatology, this equation encompasses four variables (absolute vorticity at 850mb, relative
humidity at 700mb, potential intensity, and the magnitude of vertical wind shear between 850mb
and 200mb), each designed to capture the spatial and temporal patterns of the generated climate
as well as any interannual variability present in the observed/reanalysis record. With the
implementation of the GPI, Camargo et al. (2007a) used it to evaluate how well modern day
climate models are able to reproduce spatial and temporal variations of TCG. Using forced
historical SSTs over a multidecadal hindcast period, they aimed to better understand the skill of
global models in forecasting year-to-year- variability of seasonal TC-activity. They examined
large scale environments conducive for TC activity and then simulated TC activity itself using
five different atmospheric models. This approach allowed them to observe how well the models
simulate climatological environments for TCG compared to NCEP/NCAR reanalysis datasets,
analyze whether or not the statistics associated with simulated TC-like disturbances possess any
correlation to simulated environments, and to see if these resulting statistics possess any
correlation between observed TCs and their environments. They concluded that the five models
were capable of reproducing the observed seasonal phasing and timing of GP in given oceanic
regions, but most produced higher GPs than were observed. Furthermore, because each model
has a unique relationship between climatological GP and climatological TC number, differences
among the models are due to differences in storm dynamics instead of the large-scale
environment conducive for genesis.
Similarly, Zhang et al. (2010) employed the GPI to investigate potential impacts of global
warming on TCG in the western north Pacific (WNP). The study used outputs from 20 th century
climate simulations by 18 GCMs to evaluate the skill of each model at reproducing TCG using
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the GPI. Most models displayed abilities to reproduce spatial distribution of TCG. Two models
(Coupled Global Climate Model (CGCM3.1) and the Institut Pierre Simon Laplace Coupled
Model IPSL-CM4)) also displayed the ability to reproduce temporal variation, which were then
applied to evaluate GPI in a future climate scenario (Special Report on Emissions Scenarios
(SRES) A2). Results indicate both models project an upward trend in GPI values under this
scenario, but the rate of increase differs between them. Camargo et al. (2006) yielded similar
findings in their study, which focused on analyzing ENSO using the GPI in reanalysis data and
simulations from three atmospheric GCMs (European Centre Hamburg Model version 3.6
(ECHAM3.6), version 4.5 (ECHAM4.5), and Community Climate Model version 3.6
(CCM3.6)). Their results indicated that the general spatial and temporal GPI behavior due to
ENSO was similar to reanalysis data, with maxima existing in observed TC locations. However,
GPI magnitudes and spatial sizes differ between models compared to reanalysis.
In a follow-up study, Camargo et al. (2007b) produced composites of modified GPI
parameters in which only one variable varies at a time to determine which factors have more of
an influence during the ENSO phases. They determined that in El Niño years, relative humidity
and vertical shear are significant contributors in reducing TCG within the Atlantic basin, while
relative humidity and vorticity are important contributors for the eastward shift in the mean TCG
location within the WNP. The findings from these three studies suggest that GCMs are becoming
more capable at accurately simulating general features in TCG location and frequency, but
smaller scale improvements are necessary to establish consistency amongst groups of models.
Yokoi et al. (2009) also examined seasonal TCG frequency over the WNP using the GPI.
Simulated in atmospheric-ocean coupled GCMs, they first evaluated the performances of eight
models in producing TCG frequencies based on output from 20 th century climate simulations.
They found that five of the eight models reproduced realistic spatial and temporal TCG
distribution, but exhibit several seasonal biases in estimating frequency numbers. Such biases are
discussed using the GPI. The simulated GPI displayed seasonal biases consistent with those of
TCG frequency, suggesting the four terms in Equation 3 (above), which can be attributed to the
monsoon trough behavior, are perhaps the most significant contributors in simulating TC
frequency. As a result, this study suggests that improving the understanding of seasonal TCG
frequency is dependent on improving the depictions of the monsoon trough behavior.
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Besides the GPI, other seasonal TCG parameters have been established as alternatives to
Gray‟s SGP.
Chu et al. (2007) applied a multivariate linear regression model to predict seasonal
typhoon activity near Taiwan using large-scale climate variables from the preceding May.
Through a lagged correlation analysis, they identified five parameters (SST, sea-level pressure,
precipitable water, low-level relative vorticity, and vertical wind shear) within the WNP as
predictor datasets. They then implemented a cross-validation method to determine that this
model displayed significant skill in predicting TC activity.
Choi et al. (2010) used three teleconnection patterns to develop a multiple linear
regression model for seasonal prediction of summer TCG frequencies in the WNP. The patterns
consisted of the Siberian High Oscillation (SHO), the North Pacific Oscillation (NPO), and the
Antarctic Oscillation (AAO). They verified this statistical model using a cross-validation method
and a hindcasting technique applied to determine differences between high TCG frequency and
low frequency years. High TCG frequency periods were characterized by enhanced anomalous
anticyclonic circulation in the East Asian continent (positive SHO phase), a north-south high-low
dipole pressure pattern in the north Pacific, and cyclonic circulation near Australia (negative
AAO phase). These patterns caused anomalous cyclonic circulations to occur in the subtropical
western Pacific, which effectively weakened trade winds in the tropical western Pacific. As a
result, higher TCG frequencies became favored in the western Pacific and WNP.

2.5 Simulating, Detecting, Tracking, and Forecasting TC Activity Using Atmospheric GCMs

The utility of GCMs for forecasting seasonal TC activity arose only recently in
atmospheric science thanks to improved resolutions, more accurate parameterization schemes,
and enhanced observational data.

Although successes are usually model dependent, many

climate models have improved in accuracy, resolution and most importantly, their abilities to
capture tropical cyclone-like disturbances (Camargo and Barnston, 2008). Given the ability of
global models in simulating TC behavior, many also exhibit skill in forecasting TC activity both
seasonally and interannually.
Generally, there are two methodologies in which climate models are used to forecast TC
activity. One approach focuses on detecting and tracking TC-like features within coupled and
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uncoupled climate models during seasonal simulations. Due to the low resolution of most climate
models (T31-T85), many earlier studies produced model TCs that exhibited weaker intensities
and larger spatial scales than observed TCs (Camargo et al., 2002). However, some lowresolution GCMs have demonstrated some skill in detecting and tracking TC-like vortices during
seasonal simulations (Bengtsson et al., 1995; Vitart et al., 1997; Camargo et al., 2002).
Recently though, modern low-resolution atmospheric GCMs have been found to
displayed improved skill in detecting and tracking tropical cyclone-like features more
realistically. In a study of atmospheric GCM TC forecasting skill, Camargo and Barnston (2008)
described and evaluated forecast performance of experimental dynamical seasonal forecasts for
five ocean basins using the ECHAM4.5 atmospheric GCM. After comparing simulations with
statistically based hindcasts over the same time period, results suggest hindcast skill for both
approaches are comparable and statistically significant. Furthermore, despite using the same SST
information as the statistical forecasts, the dynamical predications were slightly more accurate
after statistical post processing. In addition, Vitart et al. (2007) studied the success of seasonal
forecasting dynamical models for TC activity in the Atlantic Ocean. The study incorporated three
dynamically coupled ocean-atmosphere climate models to predict seasonal TC activity in
comparison with the EUROSIP system (multi-model ensemble consisting of three forecasting
systems used for issuing forecasts and reforecasts) and two publically available forecasts
(Tropical Storm Risk and CSU). Based on 12 years of re-forecasts and 2 years of real-time
forecasts, they found that the EUROSIP system performs better than current statistical methods,
which suggests dynamical multi-model ensemble techniques can also produce somewhat reliable
probabilistic forecasts of the number of Atlantic tropical storms. Despite such course resolutions,
computing limitations and modeling deficiencies, this approach has yielded seasonally modeled
TC numbers, locations, and dynamics that have approximately resembled those of observed TCs.
The other method, which we build on in this study, involves analyzing large-scale
environmental variables known to influence TC activity (Ryan et al., 1992; Watterson et al.,
1995; Thorncraft and Pytharoulis, 2001). This framework was implemented during periods
where GCMs existed, but poor spatial resolution limited their performances. As a result,
atmospheric GCMs were mainly used for reproducing the physics behind simulated incipient
disturbances while deterministically predicting seasonal TC numbers. For instance, Thorncroft
and Pytharoulis (2001) analyzed ECMWF reanalysis and operational data spanning June17

September 1979-1998 to better understand correlations between dynamical atmospheric
parameters and subsequent seasonal Atlantic TC activity. They evaluated seasonal forecasts from
1979-1997 of shear within the main development region (MDR) created by the United Kingdom
Met Office (UKMO) atmospheric GCM. After considering the ensemble mean shear variability
and analyzing the relative operating characteristics (ROC), the model was determined to have
significant probabilistic skill in forecasting anomalously low shear events, even when repeating
the forecasts using persisted SST anomalies. Results indicated that seasonal TC activity within
this region is strongly and negatively associated with observed vertical wind shear present in the
MDR. This work concluded that it is possible to use GCMs to forecast seasonal TC activity
based on the large-scale dynamic environment. With increasing spatial resolution and improved
accuracy amongst parameterization schemes, the ability of GCMs to simulate the large-scale
environment has proven to be more realistic than simulating individual TCs.

2.6 Using GCMs to Evaluate Impacts of Past and Projected Global Climate Change on TC Activity

Another topic of recent interest is using GCMs to investigate how TC behavior has been
affected by global climate change over the last 40-50 years. Kim et al. (2009) studied the impact
of shifting patterns of Central/Eastern Pacific Ocean warming (CPW, EPW) and cooling (EPC)
events on North Atlantic TC activity due to recent climatological trends. EPW (EPC)
corresponds to El Niño (La Niña), resulting in a reduction in Atlantic TC activity while CPW
would induce a greater than average TC frequency/landfall potential along the Atlantic Gulf
Coast. The study found that since 1990, CPW events have been occurring more frequently than
EPW/EPC and are causing a higher TC track density in western North Atlantic. Furthermore,
despite being a smaller anomaly, CPW is associated with higher background SSTs, suggesting a
better potential for deep convection and ultimately more intense TCs. Similarly, Hunt and
Watterson (2009) analyzed how much of the recent climate-induced increase in global TC
numbers could be attributed to long-term natural variability. This study involved simulating a
CSIRO2 Mark2 coupled atmospheric-oceanic GCM over several millennia (5000 years) to better
understand temporal and spatial characteristics of surrogate TCs across 8 oceanic regions using
Gray‟s SGP. TC activity simulated within each ocean basin was found to exhibit independence
from each other, with TC numbers subject to localized climatic factors. More importantly, their
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results indicated a marked range of global TC numbers throughout this period that corresponded
well with the modern global TC numerical range, suggesting the present day observed increase
in global TC numbers may just be due to natural variability.
Perhaps the most widespread tropical meteorological research interest over the last few
decades has involved investigating projected climate trends on seasonal TCG/TC activity using
various seasonal genesis parameters, resulting in a wide array of conclusions.
One field of experiments yielded in proposals to modify current TCG parameters. Ryan et
al. (1992) evaluated how well the GCM-control climatologies forecasted TCG activity in future
climate scenarios (2xCO2 environment) using 30 years worth climatological data derived from
CSIRO9 climatologies. The resulting YGP fields imply a strong increase in regions of TCG, and
subsequent TC frequency, mostly due to the highly sensitive ocean thermal energy term. They
concluded that SSTs are major factors in GCM predictions of TCG, most notably in determining
ocean thermal energy as well as the vertical gradient for equivalent potential temperature.
Likewise, Royer et al. (1998) generated similar outcomes when Gray‟s YGP was applied
to two future simulations with double the concentration of CO 2, (differing only by SSTs). The
results yielded a large increase in TCG frequency, but without a subsequent extension of the
oceanic area, again due to an increase in the equation‟s oceanic thermal energy parameter.
However, they also found that the dynamic variables somewhat contributed towards an YGP
decrease in TCG, which sparked a proposal to modify Gray‟s SGP. Druyan et al. (1999) applied
a similar concept using GCM experiments from the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration (NASA)/Goddard Institute for Space Studies (GISS) to calculate Gray‟s SGP in a
doubled CO2 environment. Their study yielded exaggerated 50-200% increases in future TCG
frequencies across the Pacific and Atlantic basins, mostly due to the projected enhanced SSTs.
Such findings suggest the original SGP needs to be modified or revised in some manner.
Camargo et al. (2007b) studied the GPI in climate models to better understand the skill of GCMs
in forecasting ENSO variability of seasonal TC-activity along with the possible influences of
global climate change on TC activity. In the experiment, they found that the chosen atmospheric
GCMs (ECHAM3.6, ECHAM4.5, ECHAM5, NCAR CCM3.6, and the NASA SeasonalInterannual Prediction Project (NSIPP)) do not capture interannual variability (El Niño/La Niña
events) very well, but they do suggest modifying the GP index to better capture the effects
associated with global warming simulations.
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Another range of experiments yielded more solidified theories on climate induced global
TC activity. Bengtsson et al. (2007) took a more technological approach towards understanding
the impact of climate change on TC activity. This study considered a given coupled climate
model (ECHAM5/Max Planck Institute Ocean Model (MPI-OM)) and atmospheric GCM
(ECHAM5) in exploring how TC activity may change in a warmer climate at varying resolutions
(T63, T213, T319). After studying three 30 year periods from 1860-2100 to encompass past,
present and potential future climate impacts, results indicated a marked increase in intensity but
decrease in TC size as resolution increases, seen in both vorticity and maximum wind speed.
Thus, they conclude that the global number of TCs may diminish in a warmer climate, and
propose two theories why. First, an increase in static stability causes convection to follow a less
steep lapse rate in a warmer and moister climate. Second, the increase in temperature and
atmospheric water vapor content (longer residence time of water in the atmosphere, which
weakens tropical circulation) provide more energy for the storms so that when they do occur,
these components contribute towards a more intense storm.
Likewise, Emanuel et al. (2008) also looked to better understand how TC behavior will
be affected in future climates. The experiment first consisted of studying thermodynamic and
kinematic statistics from GCMs/reanalysis data (1980-2006) to produce synthetic tropical
cyclones consistent with TC climatology. After verifying simulated storm activity showed
reasonable agreement with the spatial, seasonal, and interannual variability of observed storms,
the technique was then applied to seven GCMs output given the most recent Intergovernmental
Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) report. 2000 TCs were simulated in five ocean basins using
global model data from 1981-2000 and 2181-2200. As with Bengtsson et al. (2007), they
concluded global warming should reduce the global frequency of hurricanes, but their intensities
may increase in some locations. Furthermore, TC climatologies can be successfully derived from
global data representing large scale thermodynamic and kinematic states of tropical
environments.
Sugi et al. (2009) also agreed with the findings of Bengtsson et al. (2007) and Emanuel et
al. (2008) in her study aimed at determining the effects of global warming on global TC
frequency. They conducted eight experiments, each consisting of a pair of integrations: a control
run for present day climate simulation and a global warming run (one at the end of the 20 th and
21st centuries). Using 20 km-mesh and 60 km-mesh atmospheric GCMs (Japan Meteorological
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Agency (JMA)/Meteorological Research Institute (MRI)) with prescribed SSTs, there comparing
control runs to model runs indicated a reduction in global TC frequency due to global warming.
Some studies effectively disregarded the idea of investigating long-term futuristic climate
scenarios and their effects on TC activity. In terms of using data to forecast TC activity in future
climates, Hunt and Watterson (2009) concluded that observed correlations only based on 100
years or less of data may not be useful indicators of future outcomes. Researchers need more
reliable and verifiable historical records before making any predictions as to what future TC
conditions will be like. In addition, Sugi et al. (2009) found that regional TC frequency was
found to vary most with relative SST variations, suggesting that regional change is strongly
affected by changes in tropical circulation and convective activity. Thus, to obtain reliable data
in regards to regional TC activity, reliable projections of SST properties must exist.

2.7 Remaining Inconsistencies

Despite the progress made with GCMs, several inconsistencies and setbacks still exist in
terms of generating seasonal TC forecasts and numerical TC simulations. Part of the seasonal
forecasting problem is due to the limited availability of useful data. The lack of accurate tropical
cyclone records before the satellite era (1970s), along with reanalysis data that only dates back to
1948 inhibits scientists from developing reliable TC seasonal forecasts. Furthermore, biases exist
with the reanalysis data itself, with inconsistencies in the observational methods behind tropical
systems. In addition, dynamical models have difficulties in predicting key circulation, synoptic,
and SST anomalies despite improvements in recent years. The biggest remaining forecasting
uncertainty present in all climate models is tropical convection. This error is a huge concern,
especially since influential climate factors to Atlantic TC activity like ENSO and the Multidecadal signal are strongly correlated to tropical convection patterns. In terms of TC simulations,
many GCMs still have difficulty portraying important TC properties like genesis due to large
spatial and temporal differences between TCs and climate variability, complexity associated with
quantitatively testing the numerical model genesis forecasts for accuracy, insufficient resolution,
and financial costs to compile such data (Klotzbach et al., 2010).
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2.8 Synthesis and Underlying Questions

Many studies have attempted to examine TCG using GCMs. Despite yielding successes
in areas like simulating TC-like features for forecasting interannual variability of seasonal TC
activity, identifying spatial regions conducive for seasonal TCG, and understanding the possible
influence of global climate change on TCG behavior, many of these approaches can be improved
upon. We focus primarily on attempting to capture TCG more realistically using sub-seasonal,
rather than seasonal timescales.
Considering these underlying concerns, this study examines the ability of an atmospheric
GCM to simulate large-scale and localized TCG conditions based on sub-seasonal variability.
The purpose of this experiment is to identify a combination of independent thermodynamic and
dynamic parameters that accurately detects realistic TCG environments based on their
anomalous variability on 10-day and 15-day timescales within GCM simulations. We also
explore sub-seasonal variability as a predictive tool for TCG likelihood.
We expect TCG in present timescales to be dependent on interactions between large scale
thermodynamic and localized dynamic conditions. Furthermore, based on the idea that TCG
relies on short timescales, we expect some measure of sub-seasonal variability is necessary to
capture TCG more realistically in GCMs. Thus, given the seasonal stability of a developing TC‟s
thermodynamic parameters, we expect the 10-day and 15-day variability of its dynamic
parameters to trigger the onset TCG.
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Chapter 3: DATA AND METHODOLOGY
3.1 Focus Time Period and Focus Regions

For this study, we evaluated the evolution of twenty thermodynamic and dynamic TCG
parameters within the Atlantic Ocean basin from June-September 1981-2000. In choosing this
time period, it was important to choose periods of active and inactive ENSO years because it is
known that ENSO multidecadal variability impacts Atlantic TC numbers (Gray, 1984,
Goldenberg and Shapiro, 1996). The Atlantic basin experienced strong El Niño phases in 19821983, 1987, and 1997, which effectively reduced TC frequencies during those years. Likewise,
strong La Niña phases occurred in 1988 and 1998-2000, which induced a high frequency of TC
activity within the basin.
To capture a range of interannual variability associated with Atlantic TC seasons, we
evaluated each TCG variable across three North Atlantic Ocean regions (Fig. 1). First, we chose
the Atlantic basin MDR (9°-21°N, 20°-80°W; stippled region in Figure 1) because it generally
contains the highest annual frequency of Atlantic TC activity (Goldberg and Shapiro 1996). The
second region of interest was the Gulf of Mexico (Gulf: 21°-36°N, 80°-100°W) and the third was
the North Central Atlantic (21°-36°N, 42°-80°W). These zones all contained a significant
frequency of observed TC events over the 20-year period. During the 20-year time period, a
total of 144 named TCs were observed within these focus regions: 76 in the MDR, 26 in the
Gulf, and 42 in the NCA (Fig. 2); the number of observed TC events over the 20-year period is
sufficient given their spatial distribution and density. Results pertaining to the Gulf and NCA are
not reported here.
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Figure 1. Focus regions. Top center: NCA (21°-36°N, 42°-82°W); Top left: Gulf (21°-36°N, 82°-100°W), Bottom
stipple: MDR 20-Degree configuration (9°-21°N, 20°-80°W).

Figure 2. Tropical cyclogenesis in each of the focus regions for the June-September 1981-2000.

3.2 Datasets Used

This section provides brief overviews of the data and models used for this study. We used
data output from two different reanalysis projects to compare with the atmospheric GCM output.
These reanalysis datasets were chosen because they have been used frequently as benchmark
sources in past studies (Camargo et al., 2002; 2006). Each dataset also possess spatial resolutions
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that are comparable to that of the atmospheric GCM. The atmospheric GCM we chose is
operated within the Department of Meteorology at Penn State University.
3.2.1 Reanalysis Dataset 1: NCEP/NCAR

To validate and verify TC activity in the Atlantic basin during the 1981-2000 time period,
we first used reanalysis data from the NCEP/NCAR (2.5° x 2.5°) Reanalysis project (Kalnay et
al., 1996). This project applies a modern analysis system to perform data assimilation ultimately
to produce new atmospheric analyses using historical data (1948-present). The spatial coverage
consists of global grids defined by 73 latitude steps, 144 longitude steps, 17 vertical pressure
levels and 28 sigma levels1. Compared to earlier analyses, this project ensures a much higher
degree of quality through improved quality control methods, an increase in number of
observations used, improved spatial coverage, better upper-atmosphere vertical resolution, and
an increase in the number of fields being saved. These datasets consisted of a range of 6-hourly,
daily, and monthly averages from January 1981-December 2000.
3.2.2 Reanalysis Dataset 2: ECMWF ERA-40

We also used reanalysis data from the ECMWF 40-Year Reanalysis (ECMWF ERA-40;
1.4° x 1.4°)2 . Similar to NCEP, the main purpose the ECMWF ERA-40 Reanalysis project
(ERA-40) is to create global analyses of the state of the atmosphere, land, and surface over a
given period of time (mid-1957-2001). The spatial coverage consists of a grid transformed from
a reduced N80 Gaussian to a 256 x 128 regular Gaussian grid. We chose to use this data because
it possesses better resolution than the NCEP project, and corresponds more closely to the
resolution of the GCM. Those datasets were acquired on 6-hourly and daily averaged timescales
from June-September 1981-20003. It should be known that the data from this project contains a
precipitation bias in the tropical Atlantic, which produces slight overestimations of rainfall rates
(Anderson et al., 2005).

1

http://www.esrl.noaa.gov/psd/data/gridded/data.ncep.reanalysis.html
http://www.ecmwf.int/research/era/do/get/era-40
3
Due to computational and data availability, we were only able to acquire ERA-40 reanalysis
data for these months
2
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3.2.3 GCM: Community Atmospheric Model Version 3.1 (CAM3.1)

In this analysis, we used GCM output data from the Community Atmospheric Model
version 3.1 (CAM3.1), which is the atmospheric component of the Community Climate System
Model version 3 (CCSM3). The CCSM3 is a coupled climate model with components
representing the atmosphere, ocean, sea ice, and land surface connected by a flux coupler
(Collins et al., 2004). It is designed to produce simulations that represent the full atmosphere
realistically over a wide range of spatial resolutions, such as understanding interannual and
interdecadal variability, projections of future anthropogenic effects on climate change.
Pertaining to CAM3.1, recent modifications to the physics of cloud and precipitation
processes have been performed to improve capture differentiation between liquid and ice
condensates, advection, detrainment, and sedimentation of cloud condensate. However, one
potential systematic misrepresentation of this GCM is the existence of biases in spatial
distribution of precipitation in tropical oceans.
CAM3.1 uses a flux adjustment and a Slab Ocean Model (SOM) configuration, which
enables a tightly coupled ocean modeling component and allows for a full interactive treatment
of surface exchange processes. It uses a T85 resolution (~1.4° x 1.4°) with 26 vertical levels and
a hybrid terrain-following coordinate. The vertical grid transitions from a pure sigma region in
lowest layers to hybrid sigma pressure region in middle layers, back to a pure pressure region
above roughly 83mb.
We ran five simulations of the CAM3.1 model for this study. First, we implemented a
four member ensemble simulation forced with observed monthly averaged SSTs from 19492000. Each member was initialized with different initial conditions (IC1, IC2, IC3, and IC4) for
both the land and atmosphere components. These four simulations spanned the period 19812000; results were output on daily and monthly timescales. Two extra years (1979-1980) were
included at the onset of each run to allow enough time for the model to spin up and potentially
eliminate effects of initial conditions on the model trajectory. The fifth simulation spanned one
year (2000) and results were output on the 6-hourly scale.
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3.3 Identifying Thermodynamic and Dynamic TC Parameters

The TCG parameters chosen for this study consisted of a range of both commonly
accepted and recently proposed variables that attempt to capture TCG and evolution on both the
large and small spatial scales. Many previous studies (e.g. Gray, 1979, Royer et al., 1998)
evaluated what are now viewed as traditional TC parameters (see Equation 1). Although we
chose several of these foundation variables, in many cases we modified these variables or chose
additional parameters based on physical reasoning as discussed next. For instance, knowing that
the relationship between isentropic potential vorticity (IPV) and TCG had been investigated in
previous studies (Molinari et al., 1995; 1996), but not included in the many genesis parameter
forms, we incorporated this variable into our experiment. To maintain consistency with past
experiments, we analyzed lower level (310K) and upper level (350K) IPV values across the
Atlantic basin. We also chose to evaluate the strength of IPV gradients (positive to negative)
throughout the depth of the troposphere (310K-350K). This term was not included in prior
studies and captures the transition from a lower-level vorticity maximum to an upper-level
vorticity minimum that represents an anticyclonic outflow region.
Along with IPV, we incorporated several other new dynamic variables for this
experiment. McBride and Zehr (1981b) developed a Daily Genesis Parameter (DGP), which
identified locations conducive for TCG over a 36-hour period. This parameter is the difference in
lower-level (925mb) to upper-level (200mb) relative vorticity averaged over a 6-degree
latitudinal radius. A larger difference signifies a higher potential for TCG. McBride and Zehr
(1981b) also analyzed daily vertical velocities (500mb) as potential for incipient disturbances to
develop into TCs. Vertical velocity is a strong indicator of deep convective activity. We chose to
study these two variables along with daily averaged convective precipitation rates. Lastly, we
included modified deep shear (200-925mb), upper-(200-500mb) and lower level-(500-925mb)
shear parameters.
A full description all parameters used in this study is listed in Table 1. Each variable is
associated with an abbreviated name, units, definition, and equation (if necessary).
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Daily Variables
Variable
Surface Convective
Precipitation Rate
500mb Vertical Velocity

Abbreviation

Units

Definition

Equation4

Convect

mm/day

N/A

output variable

VertW

mb/day

N/A

output variable

500mb Temperature

T500

K

N/A

output variable

N/A

θe = T(1000/P)0.286 + 3w
T = Temperature in K
P = Pressure in mb
w = Mixing ratio in g/kg

Bister and Emanuel (1997)
700mb Equivalent
Potential Temperature (θe)

ThetaE700

K

LLRV

s^-1

Instability

K/(500mb)

RH700-500

%

Sea Level Pressure

SLP

mb

Upper Shear

Shear200-500

m/s

Lower Shear

Shear500-925

m/s

Shear

Shear

m/s

Scaled 310K IPV

IPV310

Scaled 350K IPV

IPV350

Scaled IPV Difference

IPVDiff

Gray (1979) Vorticity
Parameter
Gray (1979) Moist
Stability Parameter
Gray (1979) Humidity
Parameter

Scaled 310K IPV w/
Theta-V5
Scaled 350K IPV w/
Theta-V

IPV310-TV
IPV350-TV

McBride and Zehr (1981b)
Daily Genesis Parameter

DGP

Scaled 310K IPV

IPV310-18z

850mb Relative
Vorticity
Sfc-500mb Moist
Instability
700-500mb
Average RH

∂θe/∂p + 5
output variable

N/A
200-500mb
vertical wind shear
500-925mb
vertical wind shear
200-925mb
vertical wind shear

m2 s−1K
kg−1
m2 s−1K
kg−1
m2 s−1K
kg−1
m2 s−1K
kg−1
m2 s−1K
kg−1

m2 s−1K kg−1
−1

Scaled 350K IPV

IPV350-18z

m s K kg

Scaled IPV Difference

IPVDiff-18z

m2 s−1K kg−1

output variable
√((u200-u500 )2+(v200-v500 )2 )
√((u500-u925 )2+(v500-v925 )2 )
√((u200-u925 )2+(v200-v925 )2 )

Daily 310K IPV

Ertel PV= -g (ζѳ + f) (∂θ/∂p)

Daily 350K IPV

Ertel PV= -g (ζѳ + f) (∂θ/∂p)

Daily 310K-350K
IPV Difference
Daily 310K Moist
IPV
Daily 350K Moist
IPV
925-200mb RV
averaged over a
s-1
6x6 degree latitude
radius
18Z Variables

2 −1

output variable

Ertel PV= -g (ζѳ + f) (∂θ/∂p)
Ertel PV= -g (ζѳ + f) (∂θv/∂p)
Ertel PV= -g (ζѳ + f) (∂θv/∂p)

RV200-RV925

Ertel's IPV 18Z 310K

Ertel PV= -g (ζѳ + f) (∂θ/∂p)

Ertel's IPV 18Z 350K

Ertel PV= -g (ζѳ + f) (∂θ/∂p)

Ertel's IPV 18Z 310K350K Difference

Ertel PV= -g (ζѳ + f) (∂θ/∂p)

Table 1 List of chosen TCG parameters. Each parameter contains an abbreviation, units, definition, and equation (if
applicable).

4
5

Many calculations were performed using Emanuel 1994.
Moist IPV calculations based on Schubert et al., (2001).
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3.4 Verifying CAM3.1 Seasonal Capability

Knowing some GCMs have some skill in forecasting seasonal TC activity (Bengtsson et
al., 1995; Camargo et al., 2005), we first tested how well CAM3.1 simulated large-scale
environmental conditions conducive for TCG on monthly and seasonal timescales.
First, we compared the Atlantic basin accuracy and variability of the ensemble-generated
SGP to reanalysis-generated SGP from 1981-2000. For each dataset, we calculated the six input
parameters (Equation 1) to estimate the final SGP equation across the basin. Both individual
parameters and final SGP values were obtained for each month and summed accordingly to
develop seasonal totals. Because we possessed year-round data for the CAM3.1 and NCEP
reanalysis sets, we computed SGP values across all four meteorological seasons (January,
February March (JFM), April, May, June (AMJ), July, August, September (JAS), and October,
November, December (OND)) as well as a yearly total (YGP). Likewise, because we possessed
only June-September data from the ERA-40 reanalysis dataset, we only calculated the SGP for
JAS. Figure 3 illustrates an example Atlantic basin SGP output for JAS in 2000 created using
NCEP reanalysis data (Figure 3a), ERA-40 data (Figure 3b), and CAM3.1 data from ensemble
member 2 (IC2; Figure 3c). This figure signifies the spatial similarities and differences between
the GCM-output and reanalysis datasets. Clearly, each model portrays this seasonal parameter
differently. First, we notice that SGP magnitudes are comparable between the NCEP and
CAM3.1 IC2. With SGP values ranging from 1-15, both datasets identify accurately the MDR
and parts of the Gulf as regions likely to experience TCG. However, SGP magnitudes produced
by ERA-40 data range from 6-15+ throughout much of the MDR and Gulf. This reanalysis
dataset also highlights a much larger area conducive for TCG events that includes the entire Gulf
and into the NCA. Despite the significant underrepresentation of the SGP between the GCM and
ERA-40 datasets, this image does highlight the capabilities of CAM3.1 to identify ideal spatial
regions likely to experience TCG on the seasonal scale.
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Figure 3. Atlantic basin SGP output for the JAS season in 2000 for NCEP reanalysis data (a), ERA-40 reanalysis
data (b), and CAM3.1 IC2 output data (c).

After generating spatial patterns and magnitudes of the SGP, we determined the Atlantic
basin-averaged SGP value for each season. Spatially, the basin was defined as a combination of
the previously stated MDR, Gulf, and NCA regions. Lastly, we computed the 20-year Atlantic
maximum, mean, and variance for both the total SGP (80 seasons; CAM3.1 and NCEP
reanalysis) and JAS SGP (all three datasets) for each applicable dataset, which are displayed in
the top halves of Tables 2, 3, and 4, respectively.

Time Period
JFM, AMJ, JAS, OND
JAS

January-December
June-September Only

SGP Maxima 1981-2000
CAM3.1
NCEP
ERA-40
IC1
4.03
N/A
3.02
4.03
15.20
3.02
GPI Maxima 1981-2000
CAM3.1
NCEP
ERA-40
IC1
4.68
N/A
2.32
4.68
3.40
2.32

CAM3.1
IC2
2.97
2.97

CAM3.1
IC3
3.12
3.12

CAM3.1
IC4
3.33
3.33

CAM3.1
IC2
2.15
2.15

CAM3.1
IC3
2.06
2.06

CAM3.1
IC4
2.18
2.18

Table 2. SGP and GPI maxima across all seasons or months, JAS only, and JJAS only, for the NCEP and ERA-40
reanalysis datasets (shaded columns), and the four CAM3.1 ensemble members.
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Time Period
JFM, AMJ, JAS, OND
JAS

January-December
June-September Only

SGP Mean 1981-2000
CAM3.1
NCEP
ERA-40
IC1
0.26
N/A
0.21
2.41
9.56
1.82
GPI Mean 1981-2000
CAM3.1
NCEP
ERA-40
IC1
1.00
N/A
0.39
2.51
1.47
0.82

CAM3.1
IC2
0.21
1.72

CAM3.1
IC3
0.21
1.70

CAM3.1
IC4
0.22
1.80

CAM3.1
IC2
0.39
0.81

CAM3.1
IC3
0.40
0.81

CAM3.1
IC4
0.40
0.84

Table 3. SGP and GPI means across all seasons or months, JAS only, and JJAS only, for the NCEP and ERA-40
reanalysis datasets (shaded columns), and the four CAM3.1 ensemble members.

Time Period
JFM, AMJ, JAS, OND
JAS

January-December
June-September Only

SGP Variance 1981-2000
CAM3.1 CAM3.1
NCEP
ERA-40
IC1
IC2
0.15
N/A
0.13
0.12
0.55
9.96
0.48
0.38
GPI Variance 1981-2000
CAM3.1 CAM3.1
NCEP
ERA-40
IC1
IC2
1.60
N/A
0.30
0.29
1.07
0.53
0.38
0.36

CAM3.1
IC3
0.11
0.46

CAM3.1
IC4
0.13
0.45

CAM3.1
IC3
0.29
0.35

CAM3.1
IC4
0.31
0.38

Table 4. SGP and GPI variance across all seasons or months, JAS only, and JJAS only, for the NCEP and ERA-40
reanalysis datasets (shaded columns), and the four CAM3.1 ensemble members.

As expected, the maximum SGP values occur during the JAS season, which is evident
across all three model datasets (Table 2). This relation exhibits the abilities of all three models to
capture TC seasonality. Also, all four ensemble members yield internally consistent results with
maximum SGP values ranging from 2.9 to 3.3. However, the climate model data yields the
lowest maximum values compared to both reanalysis datasets. ERA-40 maxima are particularly
high, possessing values about five times greater than CAM3.1. Table 3 displays similar
relationships across the data. Each dataset contains higher averages over the JAS season when
conditions are most conducive for TCG. Once again, the CAM3.1 ensemble members are similar
to each other, but have the lowest overall mean values. Furthermore, although the CAM3.1generated means are comparable to the NCEP data, they are about 25% of ERA-40 averages
(Table 3). The variances corresponding to CAM3.1 simulations are consistent for a third time,
but are the lowest among the three datasets. Again, ERA-40 data possesses almost triple the
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variance compared to NCEP and CAM3.1 data, which again may be indicative of the model‟s
high sensitivity to tropical conditions (Table 4).
Lastly, we evaluated JAS SGP values for each dataset over the 20-year period compared
to observed TCG occurrences (Fig. 4). Strong similarities are evident between the CAM3.1
ensemble members and the NCEP reanalysis data. Although these simulations consistently
underestimate TCG potential, they show some skill in capturing the seasonal variation from yearto-year. Peaks in observed TCG occurrences in 1995 and 1998 are recognized fairly well by both
models, as demonstrated by the peaks in SGP values. On the other hand, the ERA-40-produced
JAS SGP values overestimate the likelihood for TCG for most seasons. Despite this
overestimation, the ERA-40 model does capture the overall increasing trend in seasonal TCG
across the 20-year period, which is a lacking characteristic in the other two models.

Figure 4. Observed TCG occurrences for each JAS season 1981-2000 (bars) overlaid with SGP JAS output for
1981-2000 for CAM3.1 IC1 (yellow), CAM3.1 IC2 (green), CAM3.1 IC3 (blue), CAM3.1 IC4 (magenta), NCEP
reanalysis data (red), and ERA-40 reanalysis data (dark red).
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The large discrepancies in SGP characteristics between the CAM3.1 ensemble members
and ERA-40 datasets highlight potential limitations or biases within the GCM or the ERA-40
model. An analysis of each SGP input parameter between datasets (not shown) indicated that the
instability term contributes to the larger ERA-40 SGP values more than any other factor. This
term is largely dependent on θe values and mixing ratios within the tropics. Values associated
with the ERA-40 tended to be two to three times greater than those from CAM3.1. Based on this
relation, we concluded that ERA-40‟s high sensitivity in tropical convection detection may
enhance low-to-mid-level θ e or mixing ratio values. Regions conducive for convection will
experience lower-level convergence where warm, moist buoyant air (high θe values and high
amounts of water vapor (high mixing ratios)) near the surface will rise throughout the
troposphere. Hence, a higher sensitivity to convection also yields a higher sensitivity to
equivalent potential temperatures and mixing ratios.
After evaluating global and Atlantic TC seasonality based on the SGP, we repeated this
same process using the genesis potential index (GPI). We recreated Emanuel and Nolan‟s (2004)
GPI6 for each month from 1981-2000 using CAM3.1 output and NCEP reanalysis data, and JJAS
only for the ERA-40 dataset. As with the SGP calculation, we first calculated individual
components (Equation 2) and incorporated them into the final GPI equation. Figure 5 depicts
GPI values for July-September 2000 across the basin as produced by NCEP reanalysis data (5ac), ERA-40 reanalysis data (5d-f), and CAM3.1 IC2 output (5g-i).

6

A Fortran90 subroutine for calculation of the potential intensity portion of the GPI was
obtained from Dr. Emanuel‟s website at ftp://texmex.mit.edu/pub/emanuel/TCMAX/
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Figure 5. Atlantic basin GPI output July-September 2000 for NCEP reanalysis data (a-c), ERA-40 reanalysis data
(d-f), and CAM3.1 IC2 (g-i).

Within Figure 5, we notice that GPI values gradually increase throughout the basin from
July-September. This increase, evident in all three datasets, indicates the greatest potential for
TCG occurs in August and September. Furthermore, based on the magnitudes of this index, all
three models exhibit strong capabilities in identifying the regions (i.e. MDR, Gulf) most likely to
experience TCG. The NCEP data produces the largest spatial area of highest GPI values, located
in the Gulf and Caribbean regions. This dataset also displays the most spatial consistency across
months. However, ERA-40 data yields more widely scattered GPI signals throughout the basin,
especially in August and September. CAM3.1 IC2 GPI output is more centralized on the exact
regions where TCG occurs most commonly. Although the model underestimates TCG potential
in June (especially in the MDR), August and September GPI output is comparable to reanalysis
results. Results from this GPI comparison better indicate the spatial capabilities of CAM3.1 and
reanalysis datasets in determining seasonal TCG likelihood within the Atlantic basin.
After the GPI spatial comparison, we calculated Atlantic basin-averaged GPI values for
each month. Lastly, we computed the 20-year Atlantic maximum, mean, and variance for both
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the total GPI (240 months; CAM3.1 and NCEP reanalysis) and JJAS GPI (all three datasets) for
each applicable dataset. These values are displayed in the bottom halves of Tables 2, 3, and 4,
respectively
The GPI diagnostics exhibit much better consistency across datasets (Table 2). Maximum
GPI values range from 2.5 to 4.6 with NCEP data, rather than the ERA-40, displaying the largest
GPI magnitude. Again the CAM3.1 ensemble members are consistent across simulations, but
possess lowest range of magnitudes. Similar to SGP maxima, highest GPI values exist during the
Atlantic TC season, confirming the abilities of each model at capturing the seasonal shift in
potential TC activity within the basin. Mean GPI values and variances are considerably higher in
during the June-September months (Tables 3 and 4). Lastly, we evaluated 20-year GPI means for
each June-September month overlaid with average observed TCG occurrences for each month
(Fig. 6).
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Figure 6. Average monthly number of observed Atlantic basin TCG occurrences June-September 1981-2000 (bars)
overlaid with 1981-2000 monthly averaged Atlantic basin GPI values for CAM3.1 IC1 (yellow), CAM3.1 IC2
(green), CAM3.1 IC3 (magenta), CAM3.1 IC4 (blue), NCEP reanalysis data (red), and ERA-40 reanalysis data
(dark red).

We notice first that the NCEP-produced GPI values overestimate the potential for TCG
from June-August before capturing a realistic potential in September. Similar overestimations are
evident in the ERA-40 GPI averages during June and July, but August and September yield
slight

underestimations in TCG potential. Although CAM3.1-generated GPI values

underestimate observed GPI for all four months, the GCM possesses strong consistency amongst
the ensemble members. Also, the GCM is the only model to capture the increasing trend of TCG
potential from June-September.
The analyses presented here confirm capabilities and limitations of the CAM3.1
ensemble runs in identifying the seasonal variations in TCG potential. Based on Tables 2 and 3,
the model does have the ability to recognize TC seasonality from year-to-year. However, having
lower maxima, means, and variances for both metrics suggests that the GCM likely possesses a
lower sensitivity compared to the reanalysis datasets. Taking these potential limitations into
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consideration, we concluded that CAM3.1 GCM possesses sufficient capabilities to analyze
conditions conducive for TCG on a seasonal timescale.
The discrepancies in GPI characteristics between the CAM3.1 ensemble members and
ERA-40 datasets also highlight potential limitations or biases within the NCEP, ERA-40, or
CAM3.1 datasets. An analysis of each GPI input parameter between datasets (not shown)
indicated that the relative humidity term (Equation 3) contributes to the larger NCEP and ERA40 basin-averaged GPI values (Figure 6). Mean relative humidity values associated with the
NCEP and ERA-40 datasets were two-four times greater than those from CAM3.1. This
enhanced relative humidity term is largely due to a known bias in mid- and upper-tropospheric
specific humidity in the NCEP dataset (Dessler et al., 2010), and a positive tropical precipitation
bias in ERA-40 data (Andersson et al. 2005). The NCEP specific humidity bias would directly
affect the water vapor feedback, which in turn affects humidity profiles in regions such as the
tropics. The ERA-40 tropical precipitation bias would also enhance moisture profiles in the lowto-mid-levels, thereby enhancing relative humidity properties.

3.4 Verifying CAM3.1 Daily Capability

After verifying the seasonal capabilities of the CAM3.1 ensemble simulations, we
evaluated its skill at capturing dynamic TC potential on a daily scale within the Atlantic basin.
Focusing on the period August 1-October 31, 2000, we wanted to test the GCM‟s ability to
generate significant incipient tropical disturbances (lower-to-mid level convergence, upper-level
divergence) as precursors to TCG, despite a somewhat coarse resolution. In addition to
displaying the ability to recognize and track a developing low-level vortex, we analyzed the
model‟s capability at identifying other small-scale events occurring simultaneously in these
regions as potential trigger mechanisms for TCG.
First, we analyzed the skill of CAM3.1 at detecting TC behavior based on objective
criteria from past climate GCM studies. We implemented two model TC detection and tracking
algorithms (Vitart et al., 1997 and Camargo et al., 2002). The detection portion consisted of
identifying disturbances that surpassed a given set of Atlantic basin-dependent environmental
and durational threshold criteria (Table 5). The tracking portion for both studies tracked the
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vortex center on a 6-hourly to daily scale as long as the subsequent vortex centroid was located
within a given radius of the previous one.
Vitart et al. (1997) TC Detection Algorithm Criteria
Threshold Parameter

Condition

850mb Relative Vorticity (RV)

Local maximum > 3.5*10-5 s-1

Sea-Level Pressure

Local minimum within 2 latitude degrees of RV max

Average 500mb-200mb Temperature

Local maximum within 2 latitude degrees of storm center

1000mb-200mb Thickness

Local maximum within 2 latitude degrees of storm center
Camargo et al. (2002) TC Detection Algorithm Criteria

Threshold Parameter

Condition

850mb Relative Vorticity (RV)

Local maximum > 2.6*10-5 s-1

Surface Wind Speed

Local maximum within a 7x7 degree box > 10.4 m/s

Sea-Level Pressure

Local minimum within a 7x7 degree box

Temperature Anomaly at 300mb, 500mb, and 700mb

Vertically integrated anomaly within a 7x7 degree box > 1.4 K

Local Temperature Anomaly at 300mb, 500mb, and 700mb

Anomaly is positive at all three pressure levels

Local Temperature Anomaly at 300mb and 850mb
Anomaly greater at 300mb than 850mb
Table 5. TC Detection algorithm criteria based on Vitart et al. (1997) and Camargo et al. (2002).

Applying the various algorithm conditions to both the CAM3.1 and ERA-40 datasets
highlighted the incompatibility of these threshold values to be applied to multiple GCMs.
Combined threshold values proved to be too specific to the models used in each experiment. The
GCM displayed a strong inability to capture TC genesis locations based on the full combination
of threshold parameters. The GCM identified a small percentage of TCG locations compared to
what would be expected for an average Atlantic TC season. However, when we evaluated each
threshold conditions individually, the CAM3.1 dataset displayed strong skill at realistically
capturing most of the criterion on 6-hourly to daily scales. For instance, the model possessed
skill at simulating 850mb relative vorticity maxima and local temperature anomalies at 300, 500,
and 700mb. However, the model underestimated surface wind speeds and overestimated sea
level pressure at both at individual points as well as centered regional boxes. It is likely that these
misrepresented variables may have thresholds specific to the GCMs they were originally applied
to. Thus, we concluded that CAM3.1 is capable of simulating dynamic TCG potential at the
appropriate spatial and temporal scales, but that the amplitudes of CAM3.1 surface parameters
are lower than those in the models analyzed in the other studies (Vitart et al., 1997, Camargo et
al., 2002).
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While extensive analyses of likely genesis indicators have been performed by previous
investigators, nine notable TCG parameters were not included in these algorithms to investigate
the daily capabilities of the GCM (refer to Table 1 for variable abbreviations). Using 18Z 7
instantaneous values across the 92-day period, first we calculated IPV310-18z, IPV350-18z,
IPVDiff-18z, DGP, VertW, Convect, Shear, Shear200-500, and Shear500-925 parameters on the
ERA-40 reanalysis dataset. To ensure the reanalysis data possessed strong daily capabilities, we
overlaid those plots with observed best track data from the National Hurricane Center8 (NHC).
This technique allowed us to observe the correlation between TC behavior and any noticeable
trends in the chosen variables. Results indicated strong correspondence between observed TC
activities and maxima in IPV310-18z, DGP, IPVDiff-18z, LLRV, VertW, and Convect.
Similarly, strong correlations were also noticed between TCs and minima with IPV350-18z and
Shear.
After verifying the reliability of the ERA-40 data, we aimed to find similar associations
with the CAM3.1 plots. As with this reanalysis data, we plotted the same variables across the
same simulated time period. The main goal was to evaluate the model‟s capabilities at producing
realistic signatures of each variable compared to the reanalysis output, especially in locations
conducive for TCG (i.e. MDR, Gulf, and NCA). Figure 7 illustrates the comparison between
ERA-40 output (left column) and CAM3.1 output (right column) for two variables (IPV310-18z
and Convect) on August 26th, 2000 in the Atlantic basin. Note that CAM3.1 simulations were not
expected to capture exact atmospheric conditions for a particular time period. Instead, the model
is designed to recreate similar climate states representative of the real atmosphere.

7

Note that 18Z instantaneous values were chosen because it represents the time of day where the
majority of the chosen variables exhibit the strongest magnitude.
8

http://www.nhc.noaa.gov/pastall.shtml.
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Figure 7. Daily output comparison on between ERA-40 August 26th, 2000 (left two panels), and CAM3.1 IC1
August 26th (right two panels) for IPV310K-18z (top two panels) and Convect (bottom two panels).

Comparing the top two panels in this figure, we notice CAM3.1 output underestimates
high values of IPV310-18z, especially in the higher latitudes. However, the model does produce
similar IPV magnitudes in the tropics, and displays considerable skill at identifying localized
IPV maxima. This result suggests that the GCM does possess capabilities of identifying potential
low-level tropical disturbances. The bottom two panels highlight the strong ability of the
CAM3.1 at identifying regions of convection. However, convective precipitation signals are
much lower in CAM3.1 output compared to ERA-40. Some of this underrepresentation
emphasizes the tropical precipitation (Convect) bias within the ECWMF dataset as Convect
magnitudes are two to three times that of the CAM. However, given that the largest signal is
about 3mm/day, this image does highlight a limitation within the GCM to capture regions
experiencing deep convection within the basin.
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Along with these parameter comparisons, the model correlated well with the ERA-40
output in terms of locations with maxima in DGP, LLRV, IPVDiff-18z, and IPV310-18z, along
with minima in IPV350-18z, Shear, and VertW. In particular, we noticed high DGP values in the
MDR. However, CAM3.1 output yielded several key misrepresentations compared to observed
values. For instance, although magnitudes of Convect and VertW were comparable to reanalysis
signatures, deep convection was more widespread throughout the basin in the GCM output,
making it difficult to distinguish between TC related activity and everyday tropical convection.
In addition, the model‟s IPV310-18z tended to be a significant percentage lower than the ERA40 IPV310-18z, which made low-level tropical disturbances more difficult to track throughout
the Atlantic basin. Lastly, high DGP values correlated well with high IPV310-18z values in the
reanalysis dataset, but within the GCM output, high DGP values correlate strongly with minimal
Shear. Despite deficiencies in representing some TCG variables, we concluded that the GCM
displayed significant skill at generating values and magnitudes comparable with the ERA-40
dataset.

3.5 Deviation Anomalies

Having validated capabilities of CAM3.1 to reproduce seasonal and daily means of the
TCG parameters devised to indicate tropical cyclogenesis potential, we evaluated the seasonal
and sub-seasonal variability of each TCG parameter within the reanalysis and GCM datasets.
Under this approach, we analyzed anomalous parameter behavior on 10-day and 15-day
timescales compared to observed TC behavior during the same time period. The goal was to
evaluate the effectiveness of using variability measures to infer TCG likelihood, rather than
mean values (as used in previous studies). We chose 10-day and 15-day averaging time periods
because each period allowed sufficient time for a TC to spin-up and undergo TCG while
representing short-term thermodynamic and dynamic variability.
For each dynamic variable, we calculated the 10-day and 15-day deviation across their
respective time scales. First, using individual daily averages for each oceanic MDR grid point (i),
we determined the daily average of the entire region as a whole (

for each TCG variable

(k) for each day (t) (Equation 4).
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(4)

In the above equation, N is the total number of oceanic grid points within the MDR. Next we
calculated the 10-day and 15-day standard deviations for each respective time segment (240x10day, 160x15-day segments) across the full 80-month period (JJAS for each of the 20 years 19812000; Equations 5 and 6). This approach created time-series with 240 and 160 values,
respectively.

(5)

(6)

In the above Equation 5, j ranges from 1-240, while in Equation 6, m ranges from 1-160. Then,
we computed the long term 20-year mean standard deviation for each set of standard deviations
(Equations 7 and 8).

(7)

(8)

Lastly, to determine anomalous behavior at each time segment, we subtracted the long
term mean standard deviation from each set of individual standard deviation values and
normalized it by the long term sigma for each 10-day and 15-day time period (Equations 9 and
10). At the completion of this step, the departure from 20-year mean deviation had been
calculated for all parameters of interest across both timescales.
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Chapter 4. ANALYSIS AND RESULTS

4.1 Eliminating Redundancies Amongst Variables via Principal Component Analysis

A set of independent parameters for TCG is now derived by performing a principal
component analysis (PCA) upon the deviation anomalies calculated for each variable and GCM
format (Chapter 3). This approach is designed to remove redundancies amongst the variables to
be included in the logistic regression; PCA is repeated for the deviation anomalies calculated for
each averaging time in case interdependencies change on differing reference timeframes. The
idea was to identify an ideal combination of thermodynamic and dynamic parameters that
represents the maximum amount of variance within a given dataset (Wilks 2006, 463-466). The
principal component (PC) vectors obtained are linear combinations of the original data vector ;
in this study,

is the vector of deviation anomalies for all of the variables listed in Table 1. Each

PC, defined by an eigenvector,

of the correlation matrix of , contains elements that are linear

combinations of . These linear combinations are referred to as loading values. So, considering
the mth PC,

is the projection of

onto the mth eigenvector,

(Equation 11).

(11)

Here, each of the M eigenvectors contains one loading value pertaining to each of the K
variables,

. It should be known that M and K are of equal value. The first eigenvector points in

the direction in which the data vector exhibits the most joint temporal variability. Subsequent
eigenvectors (

, m=2, 3…M) are perpendicular to all previous eigenvectors and continue to

locate directions in which the original data displays maximum joint temporal variability. Thus,
all PCs are mutually uncorrelated and account successively for the maximum joint variability of
. The idea is to choose the fewest number of PCs that explain the most temporal variance in the
dataset.
We performed PCA on the 10-day and 15-day timescales across the MDR to capture the
sub-seasonal variability within the data. Before completing the PCA on our data, we organized
the variables into four categories based on their role in TCG: thermodynamic-convective,
dynamic-rotational, dynamic-environmental, and thermodynamic-dynamic (Table 6). Note that
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in a separate analysis, 18z IPV signals (IPV310-18z, IPV350-18z, and IPVDiff-18z) were
compared to daily-averaged IPV signals (IPV310, IPV350, IPVDiff) over the period August 1,
2000 to October 31, 2000, to determine if any noticeable differences in magnitude existed
between the two sets. Resulting 18z signals were of nearly identical magnitudes compared to
their daily averaged counterparts, signifying that 18z terms to not indicate any new information
about the properties of a given variable. Thus, we deemed the three 18z parameters to be
redundant with the daily-averaged terms and removed them from our variable list.

Thermodynamic

Dynamic

Dynamic

Convective

Environmental

Rotational

Convect

SLP

DGP

Convect

DGP

RH700-500

Shear200-500

LLRV

RH700-500

LLRV

ThetaE700

Shear500-925

IPV310

ThetaE700

IPV310

T500

Shear

IPV350

T500

IPV350

VertW

IPVDiff

VertW

IPVDiff

Instability

IPV310-Tv

Instability

IPV310-Tv

IPV350-Tv

SLP

IPV350-Tv

Thermodynamic-Dynamic

Shear200-500
Shear500-925
Shear
Table 6. Variables classified into each of the four categories used in the PCA.

The thermodynamic-convective category consists of variables explaining moisture and
heat properties in low to mid tropospheric levels along with the potential for deep convection.
Next, the dynamic-environmental group consists of parameters that explain the atmospheric
conditions of the large-scale environment. The third category, dynamic-rotation, comprises
parameters indicative of the low- or upper-level circulation characteristics associated with
tropical disturbances. Lastly, the thermodynamic-dynamic category includes all 17 dailyaveraged variables to represent a true atmospheric setting. With the categories established, we
created a variable correlation matrix for each category. Within each categorical correlation
matrix, each variable was correlated with all other variables using Pearson correlation
coefficients. Because many input variables were based on different units, all parameters were
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standardized to have equal unit variance (Wilks 2006, 469-471). Thus, all variables were scaled
to possess the same relative importance compared to the other parameters.
With the correlation matrices created for both the ERA-40 and CAM3.1 datasets, we
performed PCA across all categorical variable sets on both the 10-day and 15-day timescales.
For the CAM3.1 data, PCA was applied to each ensemble member individually. After
conducting PCA on each categorical correlation matrix and timescale, we identified a set of PCs
that explained the most variance amongst that particular dataset. Then, we used the loading
values in each PC to determine if and how many redundancies existed within the variable set. As
an ad hoc method, we defined a redundancy when two or more loading values were within one
twelfth of each other. Within each redundant set or PC, the dominant variable possessed the
highest loading value. Significant negative loading values were also considered, which required a
loading value of at least -0.40.
First, we identified redundancies and ideal variable combinations within the ERA-40
datasets, and then performed the same technique on data from the four CAM3.1 ensemble
members.
4.1.1 Reanalysis vs. CAM3.1: Thermodynamic-Convective

PCA of the thermodynamic-convective variable set yielded three PCs to explain
sufficient variance within the data; this output was consistent across both reanalysis and GCM
models and across all averaging timescales considered. Tables 7-10 list loading values and
cumulative variance explained for PCs1-3 in the ERA-40 data, and CAM3.1 ensemble members,
respectively. For each PC, numbers in bold indicate redundancies among variable loading values.
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ERA-40 Thermodynamic-Convective
10-Day Loading Values PC 1-3
Variable
PC1
PC2
PC3
0.45
-0.44
Convect
0.22
0.57
0.56
T500
0.03
0.42
-0.49
VertW
0.22
0.45
-0.53
ThetaE700
0.27
0.40
0.46
Instability
0.27
0.51
RH700-500
0.30
-0.31
Cumulative Variance Explained (%)
40.8
66.5
84.1
Table 7. PCA output on 10-day scale for ERA-40 thermodynamic-convective category. Column 1 lists each variable
within the category, Columns 2-4 list loading values for PC1-PC3, respectively. Cumulative variance explained for
each successive PC is listed in the bottom row.

Variable
Convect
T500
VertW
ThetaE700
Instability
RH700500

PC1
0.45
0.03
0.43
0.48
0.38
0.48

CAM3.1 Thermodynamic-Convective 10-Day Loading Values PC1-3
IC1
IC2
IC3
PC2
PC3
PC1
PC2
PC3
PC1
PC2
PC3
PC1
0.53
0.54 -0.39 0.11
0.56 -0.31 0.05
0.45
0.06
-0.42 0.79 -0.18 0.28
0.67 -0.19 0.30
0.74 -0.01
0.48
0.49 -0.45 0.09
0.56 -0.30 0.03
0.47
0.30
0.39
0.55
0.61
-0.33 -0.30
-0.24 0.28
-0.30 0.42
0.67
0.41
-0.24 0.29
0.27
0.14
0.37
0.06
0.59
-0.38

-0.32

0.46

0.49

-0.14

0.36

0.59

-0.09

0.47

IC4
PC2
0.52
-0.37
0.46
-0.37
-0.23

PC3
0.08
0.80
0.22
-0.43
0.30

-0.43

-0.15

Cumulative Variance Explained (%)
33.8
58.2
74.5
32.4
55.9
75.4
35.6
59.0
75.6
36.8
60.5
77.7
Table 8. PCA output on 10-day scale for CAM3.1 ensemble members in the thermodynamic-convective category.
Column 1 lists each variable within the category, Columns 2-4, 5-7, 8-10, and 11-13 list loading values for PC1-PC3
in IC1-IC4, respectively. Cumulative variance explained for each successive PC within a member is provided in the
bottom rows (2-4, 5-7, 8-10, and 11-13) for each variable set.
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ERA-40 Thermodynamic-Convective
15-Day Loading Values PC 1-3
Variable
Convect
T500
VertW
ThetaE700
Instability
RH700-500

PC1
PC2
PC3
0.47
-0.45
0.17
0.52
0.05
0.49
0.44
-0.49
0.17
0.47
-0.46
0.33
0.63
0.32
0.26
0.52
0.32
-0.31
Cumulative Variance Explained (%)
36.3
64.2
81.4
Table 9. PCA output on 15-day scale for ERA-40 thermodynamic-convective category. Column 1 lists each variable
within the category, Columns 2-4 list loading values for PC1-PC3, respectively. Cumulative variance given for each
successive PC is provided in the bottom row.

Variable
Convect
T500
VertW
ThetaE700
Instability
RH700500

PC1
0.49
0.27
0.47
0.44
0.20
0.49

CAM3.1 Thermodynamic-Convective 15-Day Loading Values PC1-3
IC1
IC2
IC3
PC2
PC3
PC1
PC2
PC3
PC1
PC2
PC3
PC1
-0.45 0.15
0.49 -0.32 0.10
0.52 -0.31 -0.12 0.50
0.71
0.70
0.35 -0.60 0.17
0.26
0.12
0.08
0.20
-0.47 0.15
0.44 -0.48 0.23
0.47 -0.47 0.05
0.48
0.30 -0.16 0.43
0.31 -0.56 0.41
0.33 -0.40 0.38
0.57
0.74
0.69
0.90
0.28
0.23
0.26
0.10
0.29
0.20

-0.12

0.52

0.11

-0.29

0.51

0.26

-0.08

0.50

IC4
PC2
0.14
0.79
0.15
-0.55
-0.12

PC3
-0.40
0.41
-0.47
0.20
0.62

-0.11

0.17

Cumulative Variance Explained (%)
48.2
64.3
79.6
45.9
63.8
78.1
44.1
63.7
79.0
47.6
64.2
80.2
Table 10. PCA output on 15-day scale for CAM3.1 ensemble members in the thermodynamic-convective category.
Column 1 lists each variable within the category, Columns 2-4, 5-7, 8-10, and 11-13 list loading values for PC1-PC3
in IC1-IC4, respectively. Cumulative variance explained for each successive PC within a member is provided in the
bottom rows (2-4, 5-7, 8-10, and 11-13) for each variable set.

On the 10-day timescale, variable relationships and redundancies highlighted by the
CAM3.1 ensemble members display moderate similarity to those identified by ERA-40. First we
notice that the first three PCs associated with the ERA-40 output explain about 84% of the
variance, while those corresponding to the CAM3.1 members explain roughly 75% of the
variance in the GCM. In PC1, both models capture several variable redundancies that
characterize convective and moisture profiles of the low to mid-levels. Here, the ERA-40
eigenvector is dominated by five moist convective variables (Convect, VertW, ThetaE700,
Instability, and RH700-500), with each one possessing loading values between 0.40 and 0.51. All
CAM3.1 ensemble members identify the redundancy between Convect and VertW, and three of
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the four (not IC3) recognize the additional redundancy between ThetaE700 and RH700-500.
Furthermore, Instability is recognized by only IC1 and IC4. In PC2, ERA-40 output yields a
dominant variation associated with T500, which possess a strong anticorrelation with Convect
and VertW. All ensemble members identify this significant anticorrelation, but only IC1
recognizes significance in these terms. The remaining three ensemble members recognize
redundancies between either ThetaE700/RH700-500 or Convect/VertW only. Lastly, in PC3, the
reanalysis highlights T500, ThetaE700, and Instability as redundant, with T500 emerging as the
dominant variables. All four ensemble members identify T500 as dominant, but only two
simulations (IC2 and IC4) also identify a significant covariance with one of the remaining terms.
Results on this timescale suggest that CAM3.1 thermodynamic-convective terms possess
comparable variability as the ERA-40 data in PC1. However, PC3 results indicate that despite
yielding T500 as a dominant variable in all four members, this term‟s variability is significantly
greater in the GCM, possessing loading values between 0.09-0.24 greater than ERA-40.
Variable relationships and redundancies are more consistent between models for the 15day averaging time. Similar to the 10-day timescale, PC1 in both the reanalysis dataset and all
four ensemble members yields redundancies between Convect, VertW, ThetaE700, and RH700500. PC2 is dominated mostly by T500 parameter followed by Convect and VertW. Although
three of the four ensemble members also recognize T500 as the dominant PC2 term, no member
highlights similar covariance with Convect and VertW. This same finding is observed in PC3,
where three of the four CAM3.1 simulations (not IC1) indicate dominance by the Instability
term, but only two members also identify a significant anticorrelation between this term and
ThetaE700. Results on this timescale relate closely to those on the 10-day scale, which suggest
that the variability of model dominant thermodynamic-convective terms is comparable to that of
the reanalysis terms. However, the high loading values in each of the dominant terms in PC2 and
PC3 are much higher on average compared to ERA-40 results, which indicates that these terms
vary more within the CAM3.1 MDR.
Despite some dissimilarity in PC2 and PC3 on both the 10-day and 15-day timescales,
results indicate CAM3.1 evidences significant skill in identifying dominant independent
relationships to represent the MDR thermodynamic-convective environment accurately.
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4.1.2 Reanalysis vs. CAM3.1: Dynamic-Environmental

Next, we analyzed ERA-40 and CAM3.1 PCA output applied to the dynamicenvironmental categorical correlation matrix. In this group, the first two PCs were deemed
sufficient to capture the variance within the dataset. The loading values and cumulative variance
explained for each PC are listed in Tables 11-14.

ERA-40 Dynamic-Environmental
10-Day Loading Values EOF1-3
Variable
PC1
PC2
0.99
SLP
0.02
0.58
Shear200-500
-0.09
0.53
Shear500-925
0.08
0.63
Shear
-0.01
Cumulative Variance
Explained (%)
58.5
83.7
Table 11. PCA output on 10-day scale for ERA-40 dynamic-environmental category. Column 1 lists each variable
within the category, Columns 2-3 list loading values for PC1-PC2, respectively. Cumulative variance explained for
each successive PC is provided in the bottom row.

CAM3.1 Dynamic-Environmental 10-Day Loading Values PC1-3
IC1
IC2
IC3
IC4
Variable
PC1
PC2
PC1
PC2
PC1
PC2
PC1
PC2
0.89
1.00 -0.01
1.00
0.96
SLP
0.13
0.02
0.03
0.66 -0.15
0.59
0.63
0.64 -0.09
Shear200-500
0.05
0.02
0.51 -0.07
Shear500-925
0.34
0.37
0.45 -0.05
0.43
0.24
0.65 -0.23
0.63 -0.02
0.64
0.63 -0.12
Shear
0.04
Cumulative Variance Explained (%)
46.27 71.69 45.40 70.45 47.59 72.61 46.40 71.83
Table 12. PCA output on 10-day scale for CAM3.1 ensemble members in the dynamic-environmental category.
Column 1 lists each variable within the category, Columns 2-3, 4-5, 6-7, and 8-9 list loading values for PC1-PC2 in
IC1-IC4, respectively. Cumulative variance explained for each successive PC within a member is provided in the
bottom rows 2-3, 4-5, 6-7, and 8-9.
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ERA-40 Dynamic-Environmental
15-Day Loading Values EOF1-3
Variable
SLP
Shear200-500
Shear500-925
Shear

PC1
PC2
0.92
-0.17
0.59
0.26
0.46
-0.22
0.64
0.16
Cumulative Variance
Explained (%)
50.8
75.8
Table 13. PCA output on 15-day scale for ERA-40 dynamic-environmental category. Column 1 lists each variable
within the category, Columns 2-3 list loading values for PC1-PC2, respectively. Cumulative variance explained for
each successive PC is provided in the bottom row.

CAM3.1 Dynamic-Environmental 15-Day Loading Values PC1-3
IC1
IC2
IC3
IC4
Variable
PC1 PC2
PC1 PC2 PC1 PC2 PC1 PC2
SLP
0.38 0.66
0.27 0.86 0.33 0.94 0.25 0.95
Shear200-500 0.58 -0.39 0.59 0.03 0.59 -0.21 0.60 -0.19
Shear500-925 0.43 0.49
0.42 -0.50 0.45 -0.13 0.48 0.03
0.57 -0.42 0.63 -0.06 0.58 -0.22 0.58 -0.24
Shear
Cumulative Variance Explained (%)
58.2 81.8
53.1 77.4 57.5 78.4 53.7 77.1
Table 14. PCA output on 15-day scale for CAM3.1 ensemble members in the dynamic-environmental category.
Column 1 lists each variable within the category, Columns 2-3, 4-5, 6-7, and 8-9 list loading values for PC1-PC2 in
IC1-IC4, respectively. Cumulative variance explained for each successive PC within a member is provided in the
bottom rows 2-3, 4-5, 6-7, and 8-9.

On the 10-day timescale, variable loadings for the first two PC are similar. PC1 in the
ERA-40 output indicates a redundancy between the dominant variables Shear200-500, Shear500925, and Shear, with the Shear term emerging as the largest contributor. Similar relationships are
highlighted in all four CAM3.1 ensemble members, but only between Shear200-500 and Shear.
The larger difference between these terms and those of Shear500-925 signify the capability of
CAM3.1 at distinguishing more clearly between upper and lower-tropospheric shear terms than
ERA-40. Furthermore, two members yield Shear200-500 to be more influential than Shear (IC1
and IC4). Regardless, this redundancy suggests upper-level shear deviation anomalies likely
dominate those of the deep-tropospheric shear. Likewise, SLP clearly dominates the 2 nd
eigenvector, possessing a loading value of at least 0.89 in all datasets. Although these variable
relationships and redundancies are consistent between models, CAM3.1 results explain 10-12%
less variance within the dataset, which is mainly evident in PC1. Such a discrepancy suggests
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that a third PC may be required in order to depict realistic conditions in the dynamic environment
more accurately. These results signify that magnitudes of Shear and SLP variability in the GCM
are comparable to reanalysis data, but GCM Shear200-500 signatures are more variable.
The 15-day timescale also yields comparable relationships between the reanalysis and
GCM datasets. Again, Shear200-500 and Shear emerge as redundant dominant variables in PC1
of all datasets, but Shear500-925 no longer exhibits as significant of a covariance with these two
terms. Also, unlike the 10-day timescale, cumulative variance explained on this timescale is
more comparable (< 6% difference) between ERA-40 and CAM3.1 output. The only difference
in the CAM3.1 ensemble members is that Shear200-500 loading values slightly outweigh Shear
terms in three of the four (IC1, IC2, and IC4) simulations. Likewise, SLP is the dominant
variable in PC2 for both models. These findings are consistent with those on the previous
timescale, but imply slightly more variability associated with model Shear200-500 signatures
compared to the previous timescale.
Results from this category indicate deep or upper-level shear combined with sea-level
pressure best represent anomalous dynamic conditions in the region‟s large-scale environment.

4.1.3 Reanalysis vs. CAM3.1: Dynamic-Rotational

After the dynamic-environmental variable set, we evaluated PCA results from the
dynamic-rotational category. In this grouping, we identified the first three PCs to be ideal in
explaining a sufficient amount of variance within the ERA-40 dataset. However, only the first
two PCs were necessary to explain as much variance in the CAM3.1 ensemble members. Table
9a-d lists loading values and cumulative variance explained for each PC.
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ERA-40 10-Day Loading Values PC1-3
Variable
PC1
PC2
PC3
0.96
DGP
-0.02
0.17
LLRV
-0.04
0.46
0.01
0.64
IPV310
-0.01
0.00
0.61
IPV350
0.00
0.01
0.61
IPVDiff
0.03
-0.02
0.59
TVIPV310
-0.01
-0.29
0.50
TVIPV350
0.03
0.05
Cumulative Variance Explained (%)
35.40
62.09
76.44
Table 15. PCA output on 10-day scale for ERA-40 dynamic-rotational category. Column 1 lists each variable within
the category, Columns 2-4 list loading values for PC1-PC3, respectively. Cumulative variance explained for each
successive PC is provided in the bottom row.

CAM3.1 Dynamic-Rotational Loading Values PC1-3 10-Day
IC1
IC2
IC3
IC4
Variable
PC1
PC2
PC1
PC2
PC1
PC2
PC1
PC2
DGP
0.36 -0.14 0.29 -0.27 0.34 -0.21 0.32 -0.08
LLRV
-0.03 0.36
0.13
0.14
0.07
0.29
0.01
0.30
0.62
0.64
0.63
0.65
IPV310
0.24
0.25
0.23
0.19
0.50
0.51
0.51
0.52
IPV350
-0.18
-0.20
-0.19
-0.18
0.50 -0.11 0.51 -0.10 0.50 -0.09 0.52 -0.08
IPVDiff
0.62
0.64
0.63
0.64
IPV310-Tv
0.24
0.25
0.23
0.20
0.50 -0.18 0.51 -0.20 0.51 -0.19 0.52 -0.18
IPV350-Tv
Cumulative Variance Explained (%)
50.0
77.8
48.5
75.2
48.5
76.6
46.2
74.8
Table 16. PCA output on 10-day scale for CAM3.1 ensemble members in the dynamic-rotational category. Column
1 lists each variable within the category, Columns 2-3, 4-5, 6-7, and 8-9 list loading values for PC1-PC2 in IC1-IC4,
respectively. Cumulative variance explained for each successive PC within a member is provided in the bottom rows
2-3, 4-5, 6-7, and 8-9.
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ERA-40 15-Day Loading Values PC1-3
Variable
PC1
PC2
PC3
0.90
DGP
0.07
0.22
LLRV
-0.06
0.47
0.17
0.64
IPV310
-0.02
-0.09
0.61
IPV350
0.02
-0.04
0.60
IPVDiff
0.05
-0.07
0.56
TVIPV310
-0.04
-0.38
0.51
TVIPV350
0.02
-0.02
Cumulative Variance Explained (%)
36.19
62.38
76.53
Table 17. PCA output on 15-day scale for ERA-40 dynamic-rotational category. Column 1 lists each variable within
the category, Columns 2-4 list loading values for PC1-PC3, respectively. Cumulative variance explained for each
successive PC is provided in the bottom row.

CAM3.1 Dynamic-Rotational 15-Day Loading Values PC1-3
IC1
IC2
IC3
IC4
Variable
PC1
PC2
PC1
PC2
PC1
PC2
PC1
PC2
DGP
0.32 -0.22 0.33 -0.27 0.33 -0.25 0.33 -0.28
LLRV
0.12
0.33
0.17
0.19
0.12
0.24
0.04
0.22
0.57
0.61
0.60
0.62
IPV310
0.35
0.31
0.32
0.30
0.47
0.48
0.48
0.48
IPV350
-0.27
-0.22
-0.25
-0.23
0.46 -0.24 0.46 -0.23 0.47 -0.21 0.48 -0.15
IPVDiff
0.56
0.61
0.60
0.61
IPV310-Tv
0.35
0.31
0.32
0.31
0.47 -0.27 0.48 -0.22 0.48 -0.24 0.48 -0.23
IPV350-Tv
Cumulative Variance Explained (%)
55.3
76.8
54.6
78.0
53.6
76.8
52.2
76.2
Table 18. PCA output on 15-day scale for CAM3.1 ensemble members in the dynamic-rotational category. Column
1 lists each variable within the category, Columns 2-3, 4-5, 6-7, and 8-9 list loading values for PC1-PC2 in IC1-IC4,
respectively. Cumulative variance explained for each successive PC within a member is provided in the bottom rows
2-3, 4-5, 6-7, and 8-9.

Upon analyzing the 10-day PCs, we notice strong similarities between the reanalysis
output and CAM3.1 output in PC1 and PC2, but a major difference in cumulative variance
explained. In PC1, both datasets including all ensemble members recognize redundancies
between IPV350, IPVDiff, and IPV350-Tv. In CAM3.1 output, IPV350 and IPVDiff loading
values are 0.09-0.11 less than ERA-40, which suggests a slightly lower variation associated with
these terms in the GCM. Nevertheless, these results imply the lower-to-upper tropospheric IPV
gradient tends to be influenced mostly by upper level dynamic circulation. Likewise, in PC2,
both the ERA-40 dataset and all four CAM3.1 ensemble members highlight a redundancy
between dominant variables IPV310 and IPV310-Tv. However, loading values of each term are
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much more comparable in the CAM3.1 output compared to ERA-40 (IPV310 0.06 greater than
IPV310-Tv), which indicates a stronger covariance between the two terms within the GCM.
Thus, the variability of low-level moist IPV is just as influential as low-level standard IPV in
CAM3.1. The main discrepancy between datasets exists in terms of cumulative variance
explained for each PC. In PC1, CAM3.1 ensemble members explain between 11-15% more
temporal variance in the original datasets compared to ERA-40 results. Similarly, the ERA-40
dataset requires a third PC (dominated by DGP) to explain a sufficient amount of variance (7980%), whereas the CAM3.1 dataset only requires two PCs to explain comparable amounts (7578%).
PCA output applied on the 15-day timescale yielded nearly identical relationships and
redundancies as the 10-day timescale across all datasets. The only difference is that all four
ensemble members explain between 16-20% more variance in PC1, compared to 11-15% on the
10-Day timescale.
Results from PCs1-2 are consistent with the reanalysis findings as they signify the
importance of both lower and upper-level IPV properties in representing anomalous dynamicrotational conditions. Furthermore, the variability of these terms in the model is comparable to
the variability of the same terms in the reanalysis data. However, within CAM3.1 on both
timescales, slightly less variance is attributed to IPV350 and IPVDiff in PC1, but slightly more
variance is attributed to IPV310-Tv in PC2. Lastly, because the CAM3.1 members only require
two PCs to capture sufficient variance, it is likely that the GCM is constrained by missing
physics pertaining to lower-to-upper-level relative vorticity variability (i.e. the DGP term).
4.1.4 Reanalysis vs. CAM3.1: Thermodynamic-Dynamic

Lastly, we performed PCA on the thermodynamic-dynamic category. This category
comprises all daily parameters included in the correlation matrix. Thus, this approach essentially
assessed the GCM‟s overall ability to identify dominant categorical variables in the presence of
all other variables. Due to the high number of input correlations, seven PCs were identified to
explain a sufficient amount of variance within the dataset. Tables 19-23 provide information
regarding loading values and cumulative variance explained for each PC on the 10-day
timescale. Tables 24-28 represent the same information, but on the 15-day timescale.
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ERA-40 Thermodynamic-Dynamic 10-Day Loading Values PC1-7
Variable
PC1 PC2 PC3 PC4 PC5 PC6 PC7
Convect
0.09 0.43 0.13 -0.34 0.13 -0.24 0.19
DGP
0.15 0.06 -0.15 0.01 0.50 0.35 0.02
T500
0.19 -0.07 -0.10 0.39 -0.26 0.11 0.54
VertW
0.08 0.42 0.20 -0.31 0.14 -0.18 0.14
0.28 0.17 -0.20 -0.17 -0.44 0.17 -0.30
ThetaE700
LLRV
0.03 0.38 0.15 0.12 0.17 0.02 -0.06
0.34 0.02 0.02 -0.02 -0.13 -0.10 0.61
Instability
0.31 0.22 -0.18 -0.18 -0.43 0.16 -0.15
RH700-500
SLP
0.02 0.23 0.10 -0.04 0.07 0.70 0.06
Shear200-500 0.31 -0.16 -0.29 -0.09 0.31 0.08 0.02
Shear500-925 0.27 -0.01 -0.27 -0.02 0.03 -0.44 -0.20
0.34 -0.14 -0.34 -0.05 0.33 -0.04 -0.01
Shear
IPV310
0.20 0.30 -0.02 0.50 0.07 -0.06 -0.28
0.33 -0.23 0.44 -0.04 -0.01 0.04 -0.11
IPV350
0.33 -0.21 0.45 -0.02 0.00 0.03 -0.09
IPVDiff
IPV310-Tv
0.10 0.28 0.09 0.55 0.04 -0.13 -0.04
0.26 -0.19 0.37 0.02 0.05 -0.01 -0.13
IPV350-Tv
Cumulative Variance Explained (%)
17.2 32.8 46.6 55.7 64.1 70.2 75.9
Table 19. PCA output on 10-day scale for ERA-40 thermodynamic-dynamic category. Column 1 lists each variable
within the category, Columns 2-8 list loading values for PC1-PC7, respectively. Cumulative variance explained for
each successive PC is provided in the bottom row.
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CAM3.1 IC1 Thermodynamic-Dynamic 10-Day Loading Values PC1-7
Variable
PC1
PC2
PC3 PC4
PC5
PC6
PC7
Convect
-0.17 -0.37 0.17 0.49 -0.03 -0.07 -0.13
DGP
0.29 -0.04 -0.19 0.20 -0.16 0.17 -0.09
T500
0.20
0.07
0.16 0.00
0.08 -0.36 0.56
VertW
-0.12 -0.37 0.15 0.53
0.09 -0.16 -0.05
ThetaE700
0.08 -0.31 0.38 -0.24 -0.14 0.04 -0.25
0.55 -0.03
LLRV
-0.03 0.18
0.26 0.29
0.06
Instability
0.05 -0.20 0.34 -0.03 -0.12 -0.20 0.49
RH700-500
0.10 -0.38 0.29 -0.33 -0.21 0.04 -0.14
0.64
SLP
0.04 -0.05 0.26 -0.07 0.04
0.39
Shear200-500 0.30 -0.18 0.01 -0.03 0.57
0.03
0.01
Shear500-925 0.22
0.00
0.19 -0.25 -0.06 -0.07 -0.32
Shear
0.25 -0.16 -0.04 -0.07 0.65
0.01 -0.12
0.41
0.38 0.18
IPV310
0.22
0.01 -0.14 -0.15
0.42 -0.10 -0.18 0.13 -0.20 0.05
IPV350
0.06
0.41 -0.06 -0.14 0.13 -0.20 0.03 -0.01
IPVDiff
0.41
0.37 0.16
IPV310-Tv
0.22
0.01 -0.14 -0.17
0.42 -0.10 -0.18 0.13 -0.20 0.05
IPV350-Tv
0.06
Cumulative Variance Explained (%)
26.5
39.4
51.6 59.0
65.9
72.2
77.4
Table 20. PCA output on 10-day scale for CAM3.1 IC1 in the dynamic-rotational category. Column 1 lists each
variable within the category, Columns 2-8 list loading values for PC1-PC7, respectively. Cumulative variance
explained for each successive PC within IC1 is provided in the bottom rows 2-8.
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CAM3.1 IC2 Thermodynamic-Dynamic 10-Day Loading Values PC1-7
Variable
PC1
PC2
PC3 PC4
PC5
PC6
PC7
Convect
-0.14 -0.31 0.35 0.19 -0.39 -0.03 -0.18
DGP
0.25 -0.27 -0.11 0.16 -0.07 -0.02 0.13
T500
0.22
0.27
0.09 0.03
0.06
0.37 -0.26
VertW
-0.07 -0.25 0.33 0.39 -0.36 -0.19 -0.06
ThetaE700
0.00 -0.15 0.42 -0.30 0.41 -0.23 -0.02
LLRV
0.12
0.04
0.16 -0.04 -0.03 0.57
0.15
0.37 0.15
0.52 -0.17
Instability
0.02
0.00
0.01
RH700-500
-0.05 -0.20 0.45 -0.13 0.47 -0.07 0.00
0.88
SLP
0.06 -0.14 0.13 -0.02 -0.09 0.14
Shear200-500 0.27
0.06 -0.08 0.39
0.27
0.03
0.07
Shear500-925 0.20
0.17
0.13 0.37
0.19 -0.16 0.03
Shear
0.21
0.06 -0.02 0.50
0.25 -0.16 0.04
0.42
IPV310
0.27
0.28 -0.14 -0.25 -0.22 0.05
0.43 -0.29 -0.07 -0.14 -0.05 0.02 -0.12
IPV350
0.42 -0.23 -0.04 -0.18 -0.07 -0.08 -0.08
IPVDiff
0.42
IPV310-Tv
0.27
0.27 -0.15 -0.25 -0.23 0.06
0.43 -0.29 -0.07 -0.14 -0.05 0.02 -0.12
IPV350-Tv
Cumulative Variance Explained (%)
23.4
36.1
47.2 56.4
64.1
70.4
76.2
Table 21. PCA output on 10-day scale for CAM3.1 IC2 in the dynamic-rotational category. Column 1 lists each
variable within the category, Columns 2-8 list loading values for PC1-PC7, respectively. Cumulative variance
explained for each successive PC within IC2 is provided in the bottom rows 2-8.
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CAM3.1 IC3 Thermodynamic-Dynamic 10-Day Loading Values PC1-7
Variable
PC1
PC2
PC3 PC4
PC5
PC6
PC7
Convect
-0.13 0.42
0.31 -0.07 0.26 -0.16 0.01
DGP
0.28
0.23 -0.19 0.05
0.16
0.02
0.01
T500
0.20 -0.23 0.11 -0.09 -0.29 -0.24 0.05
VertW
-0.11 0.41
0.32 -0.06 0.30 -0.08 -0.01
ThetaE700
0.04
0.17
0.23 0.37 -0.38 0.44
0.16
0.43
0.51
LLRV
0.08 -0.09 0.18 0.00
0.34
Instability
0.04
0.20
0.33 0.10
0.04 -0.41 -0.14
RH700-500
0.07
0.21
0.27 0.46 -0.29 0.19 -0.20
SLP
0.04
0.13
0.06 0.00 -0.29 -0.36 0.81
Shear200-500 0.28 -0.18 -0.06 0.39
0.30 -0.16 0.09
Shear500-925 0.19 -0.20 0.19 0.25 -0.06 -0.25 -0.32
0.35 -0.13 0.17
Shear
0.26 -0.18 -0.02 0.41
IPV310
0.25 -0.24 0.44 -0.30 0.01
0.08
0.00
0.42
IPV350
0.27 -0.17 -0.13 -0.03 0.05 -0.05
0.42
IPVDiff
0.22 -0.09 -0.15 -0.10 0.04 -0.07
IPV310-Tv
0.25 -0.25 0.43 -0.30 -0.01 0.08
0.00
0.42
IPV350-Tv
0.27 -0.17 -0.13 -0.04 0.05 -0.05
Cumulative Variance Explained (%)
23.4
36.8
49.4 58.5
65.9
72.6
78.2
Table 22. PCA output on 10-day scale for CAM3.1 IC3 in the dynamic-rotational category. Column 1 lists each
variable within the category, Columns 2-8 list loading values for PC1-PC7, respectively. Cumulative variance
explained for each successive PC within IC3 is provided in the bottom rows 2-8.
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CAM3.1 IC4 Thermodynamic-Dynamic 10-Day Loading Values PC1-7
Variable
PC1
PC2
PC3 PC4
PC5
PC6
PC7
0.36 0.26
Convect
-0.25 0.10
0.22 -0.37 0.06
DGP
0.25 -0.03 0.24 -0.01 0.21
0.25 -0.06
0.78
T500
0.17
0.22 -0.06 0.01 -0.08 0.16
0.35 0.34
VertW
-0.18 0.17
0.17 -0.38 0.13
0.35 -0.29 -0.25 -0.03 -0.37
ThetaE700
-0.05 0.25
LLRV
0.01
0.20 -0.09 -0.01 0.56
0.23 -0.16
Instability
-0.07 0.33
0.29 -0.05 -0.04 0.25
0.31
0.38 -0.18 -0.34 0.15 -0.11
RH700-500
-0.04 0.31
0.47 -0.14
SLP
-0.04 0.18
0.11 0.15
0.43
Shear200-500 0.27
0.09 -0.03 0.50 -0.22 0.06 -0.06
Shear500-925 0.15
0.25 -0.10 0.20 -0.27 0.22 -0.13
Shear
0.21
0.09 -0.07 0.56 -0.15 0.00 -0.22
0.46 -0.25 -0.16 0.13 -0.30 -0.05
IPV310
0.23
0.43 -0.19 0.25 -0.07 0.09 -0.07 0.05
IPV350
0.44 -0.10 0.22 -0.08 0.05 -0.12 -0.04
IPVDiff
0.45 -0.25 -0.17 0.12 -0.31 -0.05
IPV310-Tv
0.24
0.43 -0.19 0.25 -0.07 0.09 -0.08 0.05
IPV350-Tv
Cumulative Variance Explained (%)
22.5
36.2
48.5 58.0
66.3
72.2
77.7
Table 23. PCA output on 10-day scale for CAM3.1 IC4 in the dynamic-rotational category. Column 1 lists each
variable within the category, Columns 2-8 list loading values for PC1-PC7, respectively. Cumulative variance
explained for each successive PC within IC4 is provided in the bottom rows 2-8.

Analysis of the 10-day deviation anomalies indicates that both the reanalysis and
CAM3.1 contain similar variable redundancies, but do so at different PCs. Over the first three
PCs of the reanalysis output, ERA-40 identifies dominant and redundant parameters from all
three categories equally. For instance, within PC1, three sets of redundancies are present
amongst three mid-level thermodynamic terms, three shear terms, and three IPV terms. Likewise,
PC2 highlights a redundancy between Convect and VertW, while PC3 identifies dominance
among IPV350, IPVDiff, and IPV350-Tv. On the other hand, in PC1-PC3 of the GCM output,
ensemble members stress redundancies representing the dynamic-rotational and thermodynamic
categories only. For example, in PC1, all four ensemble members recognize the three upper-level
IPV terms as redundant. Similarly, three of the four members highlight lower-level IPV variables
as dominant and redundant in PC2, followed by thermodynamic redundancies in PC3. Consistent
in all members, shear redundancies are not recognized until at least PC4, when considerably less
dataset variance is explained. These results across PC1-PC3 indicate that within CAM3.1,
dynamic-rotational terms possess stronger variability on 10-day timescales, which creates a
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positive model bias. Results also suggest a limitation exists within the GCM, in which shear
terms are not as variable in the model compared to reanalysis data.
From PC5-PC7, despite the presence of variability amongst the ensemble members,
overall output is similar across both models. For instance, both ERA-40 and CAM3.1 output
highlight SLP as a dominant variable in either PC6 or PC7. However, all four CAM3.1 ensemble
members do not recognize the strong anticorrelation between SLP and Shear500-925. Such a
result is consistent with findings from the dynamic-environmental analysis, where lowertropospheric shear does not vary as much in CAM3.1 as it does in ERA-40. Likewise, the
ensemble members recognition of influential thermodynamic terms T500, ThetaE700, and
Instability corresponds well to the reanalysis output. However, within this PC range, one
noticeable difference exists between models. This difference is evident where ERA-40 identifies
DGP as a dominant dynamic-rotational variable (PC5), but all ensemble members recognize
LLRV. As a result, CAM3.1 does not recognize nearly as strong of an anticorrelated covariance
between LLRV and ThetaE700/RH700-500. This inability to recognize DGP as a dominant
variable is consistent with analysis of the dynamic-rotational category as it highlights a limitation
of the model to capture low-to-upper-level relative vorticity variability accurately. It may also
suggest a positive bias in capturing anomalous low-level circulation patterns.
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ERA-40 Thermodynamic-Dynamic 15-Day Loading Values PC1-7
Variable
PC1 PC2 PC3 PC4 PC5 PC6 PC7
Convect
0.09 0.43 0.13 -0.34 0.13 -0.24 0.19
DGP
0.15 0.06 -0.15 0.01 0.50 0.35 0.02
T500
0.19 -0.07 -0.10 0.39 -0.26 0.11 0.54
VertW
0.08 0.42 0.20 -0.31 0.14 -0.18 0.14
0.28 0.17 -0.20 -0.17 -0.44 0.17 -0.30
ThetaE700
LLRV
0.03 0.38 0.15 0.12 0.17 0.02 -0.06
0.34 0.02 0.02 -0.02 -0.13 -0.10 0.61
Instability
0.31 0.22 -0.18 -0.18 -0.43 0.16 -0.15
RH700-500
SLP
0.02 0.23 0.10 -0.04 0.07 0.70 0.06
Shear200-500 0.31 -0.16 -0.29 -0.09 0.31 0.08 0.02
Shear500-925 0.27 -0.01 -0.27 -0.02 0.03 -0.44 -0.20
0.34 -0.14 -0.34 -0.05 0.33 -0.04 -0.01
Shear
IPV310
0.20 0.30 -0.02 0.50 0.07 -0.06 -0.28
0.33 -0.23 0.44 -0.04 -0.01 0.04 -0.11
IPV350
0.33 -0.21 0.45 -0.02 0.00 0.03 -0.09
IPVDiff
IPV310-Tv
0.10 0.28 0.09 0.55 0.04 -0.13 -0.04
0.26 -0.19 0.37 0.02 0.05 -0.01 -0.13
IPV350-Tv
Cumulative Variance Explained (%)
23.3 37.9 51.2 61.3 68.5 74.6 79.8
Table 24. PCA output on 15-day scale for ERA-40 thermodynamic-dynamic category. Column 1 lists each variable
within the category, Columns 2-8 list loading values for PC1-PC7, respectively. Cumulative variance explained for
each successive PC is provided in the bottom row.
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CAM3.1 IC1 Thermodynamic-Dynamic 15-Day Loading Values PC1-7
Variable
PC1 PC2
PC3
PC4
PC5
PC6
PC7
Convect
0.20 0.45 -0.07 0.24
0.26 -0.21 -0.17
DGP
0.21 -0.21 -0.24 0.29
0.06 -0.18 0.38
0.53 -0.22
T500
0.21 0.05
0.10 -0.19 0.15
VertW
0.18 0.46 -0.13 0.24
0.31 -0.12 -0.17
ThetaE700
0.22 0.32
0.01 -0.05 -0.37 -0.03 -0.03
0.39
0.55
LLRV
0.06 -0.18 0.23
0.12
0.29
0.45 -0.41 0.45
0.44
Instability
0.06 0.20
0.09
0.28 0.30
RH700-500
0.01 -0.01 -0.25 -0.08 0.04
SLP
0.16 0.09
0.31 -0.30 0.13 -0.36 0.33
Shear200-500 0.31 0.04 -0.08 -0.31 0.15
0.33
0.20
Shear500-925 0.23 -0.04 0.24 -0.20 -0.13 -0.31 0.33
0.29 0.05 -0.11 -0.34 0.23
Shear
0.23
0.14
0.26 -0.16 0.48
IPV310
0.16 -0.06 0.01 -0.27
0.33 -0.24 -0.28 0.08 -0.07 -0.03 -0.11
IPV350
0.31 -0.29 -0.24 0.06 -0.12 -0.11 -0.11
IPVDiff
0.26 -0.17 0.48
IPV310-Tv
0.13 -0.07 0.00 -0.28
0.33 -0.24 -0.28 0.08 -0.06 -0.03 -0.11
IPV350-Tv
Cumulative Variance Explained (%)
36.3 48.8
58.8
65.8
71.9
77.5
82.3
Table 25. PCA output on 15-day scale for CAM3.1 IC2 in the dynamic-rotational category. Column 1 lists each
variable within the category, Columns 2-8 list loading values for PC1-PC7, respectively. Cumulative variance
explained for each successive PC within IC2 is provided in the bottom rows 2-8.
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CAM3.1 IC2 Thermodynamic-Dynamic 15-Day Loading Values PC1-7
Variable
PC1 PC2
PC3
PC4
PC5
PC6
PC7
Convect
0.19 0.38 -0.26 -0.07 -0.29 0.10
0.04
DGP
0.24 -0.22 -0.29 0.05 -0.13 -0.01 0.06
0.36 -0.10 -0.12 -0.21 -0.03
T500
0.23 0.02
VertW
0.14 0.38 -0.30 0.18 -0.36 -0.10 0.20
ThetaE700
0.19 0.30 -0.10 -0.18 0.38 -0.09 -0.55
0.48
LLRV
0.15 0.00
0.10 -0.10 0.57
0.33
Instability
0.07 0.28
0.04 -0.23 0.24 -0.36 0.64
RH700-500
0.21 0.41 -0.15 -0.08 0.24 -0.11 -0.26
SLP
0.18 0.19 -0.07 -0.04 -0.13 0.50
0.17
0.45
Shear200-500 0.29 -0.07 0.07
0.04
0.22 -0.09
0.44
Shear500-925 0.18 0.02
0.18
0.15 -0.47 0.12
0.29 0.03
0.54
Shear
0.03
0.14
0.08
0.02
0.29 0.06
0.45 -0.18 -0.22 0.07 -0.04
IPV310
0.34 -0.29 -0.22 -0.16 0.01 -0.07 0.03
IPV350
0.30 -0.33 -0.19 -0.19 0.03 -0.14 0.00
IPVDiff
0.29 0.06
0.45 -0.19 -0.23 0.06 -0.06
IPV310-Tv
0.34 -0.29 -0.22 -0.16 0.01 -0.07 0.03
IPV350-Tv
Cumulative Variance Explained (%)
31.4 46.8
57.2
64.7
70.9
76.9
81.9
Table 26. PCA output on 15-day scale for CAM3.1 IC3 in the dynamic-rotational category. Column 1 lists each
variable within the category, Columns 2-8 list loading values for PC1-PC7, respectively. Cumulative variance
explained for each successive PC within IC3 is provided in the bottom rows 2-8.
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CAM3.1 IC3 Thermodynamic-Dynamic 15-Day Loading Values PC1-7
Variable
PC1 PC2
PC3
PC4
PC5
PC6
PC7
Convect
0.20 0.42 -0.26 0.16 -0.03 -0.24 -0.18
DGP
0.21 -0.25 -0.32 0.10 -0.22 0.11 -0.03
T500
0.21 -0.03 0.42 -0.15 0.15 -0.12 -0.09
VertW
0.14 0.39 -0.36 0.22
0.07 -0.10 -0.27
0.73
ThetaE700
0.18 0.29 -0.06 -0.23 -0.11 0.03
LLRV
0.08 0.02
0.05
0.31 -0.49 0.68 -0.03
0.60 -0.13
Instability
0.10 0.19 -0.04 -0.02 0.59
0.26 0.34 -0.09 -0.21 -0.02 0.09
RH700-500
0.30
SLP
0.19 0.24
0.02 -0.08 0.06 -0.08 -0.23
Shear200-500 0.31 -0.07 0.05 -0.35 -0.26 0.00 -0.24
Shear500-925 0.22 -0.01 0.31 -0.29 0.19
0.18 -0.12
0.30 0.00
Shear
0.03 -0.31 -0.36 -0.02 -0.26
0.27 0.08
0.37
0.44 -0.02 -0.11 0.08
IPV310
0.33 -0.30 -0.21 0.05
IPV350
0.15 -0.04 0.06
0.30 -0.33 -0.17 0.10
IPVDiff
0.20 -0.03 0.17
0.27 0.06
0.39
0.42 -0.02 -0.12 0.09
IPV310-Tv
0.33 -0.30 -0.21 0.05
IPV350-Tv
0.15 -0.04 0.06
Cumulative Variance Explained (%)
33.3 47.2
57.5
65.5
71.7
77.4
82.4
Table 27. PCA output on 15-day scale for CAM3.1 IC3 in the dynamic-rotational category. Column 1 lists each
variable within the category, Columns 2-8 list loading values for PC1-PC7, respectively. Cumulative variance
explained for each successive PC within IC3 is provided in the bottom rows 2-8.
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CAM3.1 IC4 Thermodynamic-Dynamic 15-Day Loading Values PC1-7
Variable
PC1 PC2
PC3
PC4
PC5
PC6
PC7
Convect
0.21 0.40 -0.20 -0.19 0.18 -0.23 -0.07
DGP
0.22 -0.17 -0.33 -0.07 0.28
0.09
0.06
0.26 -0.01 -0.09 0.06
0.58
T500
0.23 0.07
VertW
0.20 0.38 -0.15 -0.12 0.31 -0.29 -0.16
ThetaE700
0.13 0.29 -0.30 0.22 -0.31 0.17 -0.21
0.54 -0.04
LLRV
0.05 0.04
0.16 -0.32 0.56
0.58
Instability
0.08 0.27 -0.05 0.36
0.12
0.00
0.25 0.33 -0.16 0.20 -0.22 0.04 -0.05
RH700-500
SLP
0.20 0.20 -0.06 -0.10 0.07 -0.17 0.62
0.36
Shear200-500 0.29 -0.14 0.23
0.19 -0.25 -0.07
0.30
0.41 -0.02 0.10
Shear500-925 0.21 0.02
0.12
0.25 -0.11 0.29
Shear
0.27
0.32 -0.24 -0.29
0.31 0.08
0.33 -0.35 -0.26 0.08 -0.19
IPV310
0.33 -0.31 -0.26 -0.04 -0.04 0.02
IPV350
0.05
0.31 -0.34 -0.19 -0.05 -0.11 0.15 -0.10
IPVDiff
0.31 0.07
0.33 -0.35 -0.28 0.07 -0.19
IPV310-Tv
0.33 -0.31 -0.26 -0.04 -0.04 0.02
IPV350-Tv
0.05
Cumulative Variance Explained (%)
30.5 46.4
57.2
64.5
71.3
77.0
81.8
Table 28. PCA output on 15-day scale for CAM3.1 IC4 in the dynamic-rotational category. Column 1 lists each
variable within the category, Columns 2-8 list loading values for PC1-PC7, respectively. Cumulative variance
explained for each successive PC within IC4 is provided in the bottom rows 2-8.

On the 15-day timescale, we notice improved correspondence between models from PC1PC3, but a slightly reduced association in higher PCs. In the ERA-40 output, variable
relationships and redundancies across all PCs are identical to those on the 10-day timescales.
However, GCM output represents variables more evenly across the three categories. This
improvement is most evident in all ensemble members from PC1-PC3, where the vast majority
of variable redundancies correlate well with those recognized in reanalysis data. For instance, in
PC1 all ensemble members contain eight influential dynamic and thermodynamic variables that
represent all three categories. Similarly, in PC2, all members identify Convect and VertW as
redundant and dominant, while PC3 identifies lower-level IPV terms IPV310 and IPV310-Tv.
PC1-PC3 results on this timescale indicate that parameters representing each category vary
appropriately within the GCM compared to ERA-40 output. However, GCM results from PC4PC7 imply a reduced capability of CAM3.1 to recognize significant variability associated with
SLP, which is evident in two ensemble members (IC2 and IC3). This outcome further hampers
CAM3.1 capabilities to recognize the strong anticorrelation between this term and Shear500-925,
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which is observed in only one ensemble member (IC2). Lastly, DGP loading values are again
insignificant on this timescale across all ensemble member output.
Results from this thermodynamic-dynamic category indicate several important
capabilities and limitations of the CAM3.1 GCM for capturing sub-seasonal MDR variability.
Essentially, this configuration provided a sense of how well CAM3.1 captures variable
signatures relative to all other variables present. In PC1-PC3 on the 10-day timescale, the GCM
exhibits a noticeable inability to represent variables equally across all three categories. The
model displays a higher sensitivity when identifying redundancies associated with the varying
dynamic-rotational terms like IPV310 and IPV350, but lower sensitivity to dynamicenvironmental shear terms. Such relationships suggest the GCM is constrained by model physics
that allow it to weigh variable signatures appropriately on this timescale. Many of these model
limitations are not present on the 15-day timescale as PC1-PC3 for all CAM3.1 members exhibit
strong correspondence to the ERA-40 PCs. However, both timescales signify a noticeable
deficiency of the GCM to capture realistic upper-level circulation variation. Overall,
comparisons between the ERA-40 and CAM3.1 reveal that the MDR pre-TCG environment on
the 15-day scale is represented more accurately by CAM3.1 than the 10-day timescale.

4.2 Logistic Regression Using Reanalysis Data

In addition to determining independent variable combinations that best capture the MDR
TCG environment, we assessed the diagnostic capabilities of each ERA-40 categorical
combination to indicate TCG occurrences on the 10-day and 15-day timescales. To categorize
TCG occurrences on these scales, we acquired archived records and post-analysis best track data
of reported MDR 9 TC activity from the NOAA Coastal Services Center 10 . This interactive
hurricane tracking tool provided 6-hourly position and intensity data in visual and text format for
all TCs (named and unnamed) that formed and subsequently developed within the region of
choice. After removing any unnamed TCs of tropical depression status or lower, we categorized

9

These methods were also applied to the Gulf and NCA regions

10

http://www.ncdc.noaa.gov/oa/ibtracs/index.php?name=data-access
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a TCG occurrence as the day where a TC transitioned from a tropical depression to a tropical
storm. Using the ERA-40 PCA output only, we applied a logistic regression technique to
combinations of eigenvectors comprising each ideal PC (predictors) and corresponding TCG
occurrences (predictand). Logistic regression is designed to capture smooth changes in the
probability of a discreet, binary outcome as a function of a predictor set. Furthermore, the choice
of PCs as inputs guarantees independence among all the regression predictors. Before
performing the regression, we transformed the predictand dataset from values to probabilities,
where the probability of TCG occurring in a given region during a given time period is based on
whether or not TCG occurred (100% or 0%). Once transformed, we fit logistic regressions to
each binary predictand (
(

) based on the logarithm of the odds ratio of a binary outcome

(Equation 12).

In the above equation, the predicted value
(

results from the ith set of predictors

of N such sets and regression parameters

of k such variables.

Using this technique, the regression estimates become bounded on the interval [0, 1] in the form
of an S-shaped curve. We refer to the right side of Equation 12 as Z. Applying this technique
yields a fitted logistic regression curve indicating the likelihood of TCG given a value of Z.
Regression parameters

comprising vector b are fitted using the method of

maximum log-likelihood (Equation 13).

We first performed logistic regression using eigenvector combinations of each PC from
reanalysis Tables 7-28 in Section 4.1. The number of input eigenvectors ranged from two
(dynamic-environmental) to seven (thermodynamic-dynamic) depending on the number of PCs
retained. Logistic regression curves for each of the four parameter sets at the 10-day and 15-day
timescales are plotted in panel (a) of Figures 8-11 and Figures 12-15. In each figure, the blue
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dots indicate TCG occurrences corresponding to a combination of PC predictors and beta
parameters, whereas the green dots signify the predicted likelihood of TCG occurring over that
particular time period, as calculated in Equation 12. Associated with each PC and beta parameter
is a p-value, which indicates the probability that the resulting data occurred due to random
chance. A p-value below a threshold of 0.10 indicates statistical significance for PC predictors in
the logistic fit. Tables 29 and 31 list p-values for each set of categorical PC combinations.
We also performed logistic regression for each category using combinations of raw
variable deviation anomaly data (e.g. deviation anomalies for 500mb temperature). This method
yields logistic regression curves that include all of the data for a particular category, not just the
data that explains the most variance. These regression fits are illustrated for each category in
panel (b) of Figures 8-11 and 12-15. Unlike the previous technique that utilized independent
eigenvector combinations as input, use of the raw variables as predictors does not guarantee an
independent set of predictors. Nevertheless, associated with each beta parameter is a p-value,
which indicates statistical significance of each individual variable relative to other input
variables in that particular category. These p-values are listed in Tables 30 and 32.
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Figure 8a-b. Logistic regression fit on the 10-day timescale for the thermodynamic-convective category, based on
the following predictors: PC1-3 (top), and all 6 raw variable deviation anomalies (bottom).
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Figure 9a-b. Logistic regression fit on the 10-day timescale for the dynamic-environmental category, based on the
following predictors: PC1-2 (top), and all 4 raw variable deviation anomalies (bottom).
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Figure 10a-b. Logistic regression fit on the 10-day timescale for the dynamic-rotational category, based on the
following predictors: PC1-2 (top), and all 10 raw variable deviation anomalies (bottom).
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Figure 11a-b. Logistic regression fit on the 10-day timescale for the thermodynamic-dynamic category, based on the
following predictors: PC1-2 (top), and all 17 raw variable deviation anomalies (bottom).
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ERA-40 Categorical 10-Day P-Values: Eigenvector Combinations
ThermodynamicDynamicDynamic-Rotational
ThermodynamicConvective
Environmental
(PC1-PC3)
Dynamic (PC1-PC7)
(PC1-PC3)
(PC1-PC2)
Beta
Dominant
Dominant
Dominant
Dominant
10-Day
10-Day
10-Day
10-Day
Variable
Variable
Variable
Variable
b0
0.00
None
0.00
None
0.00
None
0.00
None
b1
0.00
Shear
0.02
IPV350
0.14
RH700-500
0.17
Shear
b2
0.00
T500
0.03
SLP
0.02
IPV310
0.22
Convect
b3
0.15
Instability
0.98
DGP
0.32
IPVDiff
b4
0.00
IPV310-Tv
b5
0.20
DGP
b6
0.88
SLP
b7
0.42
Instability
Table 29. Categorical p-values on the 10-day scale for each logistic regression beta parameter for the eigenvector
predictors. Column 1 indicates beta parameter number, Columns 2-3, 4-5, 6-7, and 8-9 list the p-value and dominant
variable for each input PC for the thermodynamic-convective, dynamic-environmental, dynamic-rotational, and
thermodynamic-dynamic categories, respectively.
ERA-40 Categorical 10-Day P-Values: Raw Deviation Anomalies
Beta

Thermodynamic-Convective

Dynamic-Environmental

Dynamic-Rotational

Thermodynamic-Dynamic

10-Day

Variable

10-Day

Variable

10-Day

Variable

10-Day

Variable

b0

0.00

None

0.00

None

0.00

None

0.00

None

b1

0.07

Convect

0.01

SLP

0.87

DGP

0.36

Convect

b2

0.04

T500

0.90

Shear200-500

0.00

LLRV

0.85

DGP

b3

0.43

VertW

0.16

Shear500-925

0.36

IPV310

0.04

T500

b4
b5
b6
b7
b8
b9
b10
b11
b12
b13
b14
b15
b16
b17

0.98
0.16
0.86

ThetaE700
Instability
RH700-500

0.11

Shear

0.14
0.37
0.90
0.91

IPV350
IPVDiff
IPV310-Tv
IPV350-Tv

0.78
0.53
0.01
0.56
0.71
0.20
0.46
0.08
0.08
0.84
0.10
0.31
0.98
0.60

VertW
ThetaE700
LLRV
Instability
RH700-500
SLP
Shear200-500
Shear500-925
Shear
IPV310
IPV350
IPVDiff
IPV310-Tv
IPV350-Tv

Table 30. Categorical p-values on the 10-day scale for each logistic regression beta parameter for the raw variable
predictors. Column 1 indicates beta parameter number, Columns 2-3, 4-5, 6-7, and 8-9 list the p-value and dominant
variable for each input raw variable time series within the thermodynamic-convective, dynamic-environmental,
dynamic-rotational, and thermodynamic-dynamic categories, respectively.
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Figures 8a-11a illustrate the predictive skill of each category to identify TCG on the 10day scale. These images indicate a direct relationship between the combined PCs and
corresponding TCG occurrences. Generally as Z values increase from -6 to 2, the likelihood of a
TCG occurrence also increases. In these images, the regression fits representing the
thermodynamic-convective, dynamic-rotational, and thermodynamic-dynamic categories possess
an upslope in the curve when Z values fall near -2.0. However, these moderate jumps only
increase TCG likelihoods from 0.1-0.5 on average. Furthermore, despite yielding probabilities
greater than 0.5 for some values of Z (Figures 1 and 3), these likelihoods exist in outlying
regions where few events are present. For instance, in Figure 11a, the maximum probability for
TCG associated with the curve falls between 0.9 and 1.0, but only when beta combinations
approach 2.0 and 3.0. Average Z values range from -2 to 0 across all categories as the majority
of TCG probabilities range from 0.0-0.5. Based on these figures, it is evident that individual
categories possess low to moderate skill at predicting the likelihood of TCG on 10-day
timescales.
Furthermore, despite losing some data by inputting only a limited number of PCs, logistic
fits of Figures 8a-11a are comparable to those of Figures 8b-11b in all parameter sets except
dynamic-rotational. These PC-induced curves display similar ranges, Z-values for the inflection
point, and maximum values. Thus, PCs representing a fraction of the overall data demonstrate
predictive skill similar to that of the entire raw dataset.
Upon evaluating Table 29, we notice that less than half of the PCs possess statistical
significance (p < 0.10) as predictive tools for TCG occurrences. As a result, the overall
robustness of the categorical logistic regression fit is weakened. This weakening is evident in all
categories except for dynamic-environmental. Each PC p-value also indicates the statistical
significance of the dominant variables comprising it (Table 29, columns 3, 5, 7, and 9). For
instance, in the thermodynamic-convective category, PC2 has a p-value of 0.00, which indicates
the most influential term (T500) possesses strong predictive skill given this set of PC predictors.
Similarly, the statistical significance applying to PC5 of the thermodynamic-dynamic category is
influenced most by DGP. Along with this finding, we notice that higher numbered PCs tend to
have less significant (large) p-values; the last p-values listed in three of the four categories
(excluding dynamic-environmental) are well above the 0.10 threshold value. Results reported in
Table 29 indicate that, despite being considered influential in explaining a significant amount of
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variance within a particular variable set, many PCs are poor contributors in predicting TCG
occurrences.
P-values listed in Table 30 help to further filter categorical redundancies identified on the
10-day timescale in section 4.1. Data in columns 2 and 3 indicate that Convect and T500 are the
only two statistically significant thermodynamic-convective terms useful as predictive tools for
TCG occurrences. Likewise, in the dynamic-environmental category of Table 30, SLP and Shear
possess the lowest p-values, with SLP emerging as the only statistically significant variable.
Also, given the redundancy between Shear, Shear200-500, and Shear500-925 (see Table 15),
Shear is the most suitable term to retain because it contains the lowest p-value of the three in
Table 30. However, Table 30 recognizes LLRV as the only statistically significant term in the
dynamic-rotational category. This outcome is inconsistent with Table 15 results, which identify
IPV350, IPV310, and DGP as the most influential terms in PC1-PC3. Thus, when configured
using raw data, low-level dynamic-rotational variables are more influential than those in the
upper-level. Lastly, in the thermodynamic-dynamic category, we notice only four statistically
significant variables: T500, LLRV, Shear500-925, and Shear. Three of these four variables
(LLRV, Shear500-925, and Shear) help reduce the redundancies in PC1 and PC2 of Table 19.
Overall, results from Table 30 suggest that, similar to Table 29, only a fraction of the individual
raw deviation anomalies for each category possess statistical significance for predicting TCG
occurrences.
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Figure 12a-b. Logistic regression fit on the 15-day timescale for the thermodynamic-convective category, based on
the following predictors: PC1-3 (top), and all 6 raw variable deviation anomalies (bottom).
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Figure 13a-b. Logistic regression fit on the 15-day timescale for the dynamic-environmental category, based on the
following predictors: PC1-2 (top), and all 4 raw variable deviation anomalies (bottom).
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Figure 14a-b. Logistic regression fit on the 15-day timescale for the dynamic-rotational category, based on the
following predictors: PC1-2 (top), and all 10 raw variable deviation anomalies (bottom).
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Figure 15. Logistic regression fit on the 15-day timescale for the thermodynamic-dynamic category, based on the
following predictors: PC1-2 (top), and all 17 raw variable deviation anomalies (bottom).
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ERA-40 15-Day Categorical P-Values: Eigenvector Combinations
ThermodynamicDynamicDynamic-Rotational
ThermodynamicConvective
Environmental
(PC1-PC3)
Dynamic (PC1-PC7)
(PC1-PC3)
(PC1-PC2)
Beta
Dominant
Dominant
Dominant
Dominant
15-Day
15-Day
15-Day
15-Day
Variable
Variable
Variable
Variable
None
None
None
None
b0
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
Shear
IPV350
Shear
RH700-500
b1
0.00
0.08
0.00
0.24
T500
SLP
IPV310
IPV350
b2
0.00
0.05
0.08
0.00
IPV350
T500
DGP
b3
0.00
0.15
0.25
IPV310-Tv
b4
0.66
ThetaE700
b5
0.87
T500
b6
0.58
SLP
b7
0.85
Table 31. Categorical p-values on the 15-day scale for each logistic regression beta parameter. Column 1 indicates
beta parameter number, Columns 2-3, 4-5, 6-7, and 8-9 list the p-value and dominant variable for each input PC for
the thermodynamic-convective, dynamic-environmental, dynamic-rotational, and thermodynamic-dynamic
categories, respectively.
ERA-40 15-Day Categorical P-Values: Raw Deviation Anomalies
Beta

Thermodynamic-Convective

Dynamic-Environmental

Dynamic-Rotational

Thermodynamic-Dynamic

15-Day

Variable

15-Day

Variable

15-Day

Variable

15-Day

Variable

b0

0.00

None

0.00

None

0.00

None

0.00

None

b1

0.06

Convect

0.04

SLP

0.54

DGP

0.03

Convect

b2

0.06

T500

0.46

Shear200-500

0.00

LLRV

0.34

DGP

b3

0.54

VertW

0.00

Shear500-925

0.05

IPV310

0.12

T500

b4
b5
b6
b7
b8
b9
b10
b11
b12
b13
b14
b15
b16
b17

0.84
0.11
0.83

ThetaE700
Instability
RH700-500

0.66

Shear

0.86
0.96
0.41
0.38

IPV350
IPVDiff
IPV310-Tv
IPV350-Tv

0.60
0.50
0.07
0.84
0.69
0.38
0.38
0.00
0.75
0.34
0.80
0.83
0.16
0.63

VertW
ThetaE700
LLRV
Instability
RH700-500
SLP
Shear200-500
Shear500-925
Shear
IPV310
IPV350
IPVDiff
IPV310-Tv
IPV350-Tv

Table 32. Categorical p-values on the 15-day scale for each logistic regression beta parameter. Column 1 indicates
beta parameter number, Columns 2-3, 4-5, 6-7, and 8-9 list the p-value and dominant variable for each input raw
variable time series within the thermodynamic-convective, dynamic-environmental, dynamic-rotational, and
thermodynamic-dynamic categories, respectively.
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Next, we evaluated the predictive skill of each category to identify TCG on the 15-day
scale. Compared to the 10-day timescale, these images indicate comparable relationships
between the combined PCs and corresponding TCG occurrences. Again, the general relationship
yields increasing likelihoods of TCG as Z values increase from -6 to 2. The only improvement
noticed in these images is that the regression fits representing the thermodynamic-convective,
dynamic-rotational, and thermodynamic-dynamic categories possess a slightly more noticeable
upslope in the curve when increasing Z values cross -2.0. Also, the maximum probability for
TCG associated with the curve now falls closer to 1.0, but only when beta combinations
approach outlying ranges between 3.0 and 4.0. Average Z values still range from -2 to 0 across
all categories as the majority of TCG probabilities range from 0.0-0.5. As with the 10-day
timescale, results from these images indicate individual categories also possess low to moderate
skill at predicting the likelihood of TCG on 15-day timescales.
As with the 10-day timescale, logistic fits of Figures 12a-15a are comparable to those of
Figures 12b-15b in the same three categories. These results further support the idea that a limited
number input PCs explaining the most variance exhibit predictive skill similar to that of the
entire raw dataset.
Similar to Table 29, the relationships in Table 31 help explain why each categorical
logistic regression fit lacks robustness as a predictive tool for TCG occurrences. On this
timescale, only one third of the PCs possess statistical significance. Consistent with the 10-day
scale, T500 is the dominant variable in PC2 that establishes statistical significance within the PC.
Likewise, statistical significance in PC1-PC3 of the thermodynamic-dynamic category is driven
by Shear, Convect, and IPVDiff, respectively. Another finding consistent with the previous
timescale is that higher numbered PCs tend to contain higher, less significant p-values. However,
unlike Table 29, all three dynamic-rotational PCs possess insignificant p-values. On the other
hand, the thermodynamic-dynamic category yields statistical significance in two more PCs
compared to the 10-day timescale. Consistent with findings from Table 16, results from this table
signify that only few PCs are significant in capturing dataset variance and contributing to the
logistic regression curve.
Similar to Table 30, p-values listed in Table 32 help filter categorical redundancies
identified in section 4.1. Considering now the 15-day timescales, data in columns 2 and 3 again
indicate that Convect and T500 are the only two statistically significant thermodynamic82

convective terms useful as predictive tools for TCG occurrences. Given that these parameters
largely influence their respective PCs and possess predictive skill (see Table 9), they are ideal to
retain from their respective redundant variable sets. Likewise, in the dynamic-environmental
category of Table 32, SLP and Shear500-925 possess the p-values indicating statistical
significance. Thus, given the redundancy between Shear, Shear200-500, and Shear500-925 (see
Table 13), Shear500-925 is the most suitable term to retain because it contains the lowest p-value
of the three in Table 32. Next, information in Table 32 recognizes LLRV and IPV310 as the two
statistically significant terms in the dynamic-rotational category. This outcome is slightly more
consistent with Table 17 results, which identify IPV350, IPV310, and DGP as the most
influential variables across the first three PCs. Again though, raw IPV350 and DGP deviation
anomalies emerge as insignificant contributors for identifying TCG events. This finding further
supports the claim that when configured using raw data, low-level dynamic-rotational variables
are more influential than those that include upper-level properties. Lastly, in the thermodynamicdynamic category of Table 30, one variable from each of the three previous categories possesses
statistical significance. Two of these variables (LLRV and Shear500-925) also appear as
statistically significant on the 10-day scale. However, we notice once again that far fewer terms
in this category possess statistical significance as TCG predictors compared to the number of
dominant variables comprising the PC combination in Table 24. Overall, consistent with findings
on the previous timescale, these results suggest that only a fraction of individual raw deviation
anomalies possess statistical significance for predicting TCG occurrences in each category.

4.3 Predictive Skill of Logistic Regression Output: Confusion Matrices

Lastly, we created confusion matrices for each regression technique based on combined
PCs to quantify each category‟s predictive skill. The matrix diagram is comprised of two rows
and two columns, which is displayed in Figure 16. Each column represents instances in a
predicted class, while each row represents instances of an actual class. In our logistic regression
method, the predicted class was TCG occurrences. Furthermore, a positive outcome occurs when
likelihoods are greater than 0.5, whereas negative outcomes occur for likelihoods less than 0.5.
The top left cell titled “True Positive” indicates number of correct predictions that a positive
outcome occurred. The bottom left cell is titled “False Negative”, which indicates the number of
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incorrect predictions that a negative outcome would occur. Likewise, the top right cell titled
“False Positive” indicates the number of incorrect predictions that a positive outcome would
occur. Lastly, the bottom right cell is titled “True Negative”, which indicates the number of
correct predictions that a negative outcome occurred.
Actual Outcome
Positive

Negative

Positive

True Positive

False Positive

Negative

False Negative

True Negative

Predicted Outcome

Figure 16. A schematic representing a confusion matrix.

The accuracy, precision, and threat score of each logistic regression fit can be illustrated
through a confusion matrix; the metrics for accuracy, precision, and threat score are defined in
Equations 14, 15, and 16 respectively. Accuracy is the proportion of overall predictions that were
correct. Likewise, precision is the proportion of the total number of correctly predicted positive
outcomes out of all of the positive predictions. Lastly, threat score is the number of correct true
forecasts divided by the total number of occasions on which that event was either forecasted of
observed (Wilks 2006, 263). Tables 33-40 depict confusion matrices, accuracy, precision, and
threat score for the all four categories across both timescales.

(15)

(16)
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Thermodynamic-Convective PC Combinations
Confusion Matrix 10-Day

Actual Outcome
Positive
Negative
Predicted Outcome

Positive

9

5

Negative

47

179

Accuracy (%)
78.33
Precision (%)
64.29
Threat Score (%)
14.75
Table 33. Confusion matrix, accuracy, and precision for the 10-day thermodynamic-convective logistic regression
fit.

Dynamic-Environmental PC Combinations
Confusion Matrix 10-Day

Actual Outcome
Positive
Negative
Predicted Outcome

Positive

1

6

Negative

55

178

Accuracy (%)
74.58
Precision (%)
14.29
Threat Score (%)
1.61
Table 34. Confusion matrix, accuracy, and precision for the 10-day dynamic-environmental logistic regression fit.

Dynamic-Rotational PC Combinations
Confusion Matrix 10-Day

Actual Outcome
Positive
Negative
Predicted Outcome

Positive

0

1

Negative

56

183

Accuracy (%)
76.25
Precision (%)
0.00
Threat Score (%)
0.00
Table 35. Confusion matrix, accuracy, and precision for the 10-day dynamic-rotational logistic regression fit.
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Thermodynamic-Dynamic PC Combinations
Confusion Matrix 10-Day

Actual Outcome
Positive
Negative
Predicted Outcome

Positive

11

5

Negative

45

179

Accuracy (%)
79.20
Precision (%)
68.80
Threat Score (%)
18.03
Table 36. Confusion matrix, accuracy, and precision for the 10-day thermodynamic-dynamic logistic regression fit.

Thermodynamic-Convective PC Combinations
Confusion Matrix 15-Day

Actual Outcome
Positive
Negative
Predicted Outcome

Positive

16

8

Negative

33

103

Accuracy (%)
74.38
Precision (%)
66.67
Threat Score (%)
28.07
Table 37. Confusion matrix, accuracy, and precision for the 15-day thermodynamic-convective logistic regression
fit.

Dynamic-Environmental PC Combinations
Confusion Matrix 15-Day

Actual Outcome
Positive
Negative
Predicted Outcome

Positive

17

9

Negative

32

102

Accuracy (%)
74.38
Precision (%)
65.38
Threat Score (%)
29.31
Table 38. Confusion matrix, accuracy, and precision for the 15-day dynamic-environmental logistic regression fit.
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Dynamic-Rotational PC Combinations
Confusion Matrix 15-Day

Actual Outcome
Positive
Negative
Predicted Outcome

Positive

3

5

Negative

46

106

Accuracy (%)
68.13
Precision (%)
37.50
Threat Score (%)
5.56
Table 39. Confusion matrix, accuracy, and precision for the 15-day dynamic-rotational logistic regression fit.

Thermodynamic-Dynamic PC Combinations
Confusion Matrix 15-Day

Actual Outcome
Positive
Negative
Predicted Outcome

Positive

25

10

Negative

24

101

Accuracy (%)
78.80
Precision (%)
71.40
Threat Score (%)
42.37
Table 40. Confusion matrix, accuracy, and precision for the 15-day thermodynamic-dynamic logistic regression fit.

Accuracy and precision data in Tables 33-40 highlight a weak to moderate predictive
skill across all categories of PC combinations on the 10-day timescale, but a moderate to strong
predictive skill on 15-day timescales. On the 10-day timescale (Tables 33-36), the regression
curves for the first three categories correctly predicted between 179-190 of the 240 events as true
to yield accuracies ranging from 74.6-79.2%. The thermodynamic-dynamic grouping exhibits the
strongest predictive skill, where 190 of the 240 events were correctly predicted, resulting in
79.2% accuracy. However, of the 1-16 TCG events predicted to occur across the first three
categories, only 0-11 verified as true, resulting in a precision range between 0.00-68.8%. Again,
the thermodynamic-dynamic category exhibited the most predictive skill, yielding a 68.8%
precision by correctly predicting 11 of the 16 true TCG events. Ton the 15-day timescale (Tables
37-40) accuracy ranges (68.1-78.8%) are comparable to the previous timescale, but precision
ranges (37.5-71.4%) are considerably higher. Similar to the 10-day timescale, the
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thermodynamic-dynamic grouping displayed the highest accuracy (78.8%) and precision
(71.4%). These results across all confusion matrices and timescales indicate that categories of PC
combinations are more accurate than precise, especially on the 15-day timescales, and that the
thermodynamic-dynamic category exhibits the most predictive skill as a diagnostic tool for TCG
occurrences.
However, threat score data in Tables 33-40 highlight the reduced predictive skill of each
categorical set of PC combinations at predicting only the onset of TCG occurrences on both the
10-day and 15-day timescales. Threat scores for the 10-day timescales range from 0.00-18.0%,
and 5.6-42.4% for the 15-day timescales. The thermodynamic-dynamic category proves to be the
most skillful at forecasting the onset of TCG events by exhibiting a 10-day threat score of 18.0%
and a 15-day threat score of 42.4%. Findings from this statistical analysis indicate that favorable
accuracy and precision statistics are largely favored by the high number of correctly predicted
non-TCG events. More importantly, only one category (thermodynamic-dynamic) on one
timescale (15-day) yields the potential to predict the occurrence of TCG more than 40% of the
time.
Overall results from this technique indicate potential for similar output when applied to
CAM3.1 output and GCM-simulated TC occurrences. In order to determine overall predictive
skill relative to other metrics, the precision, accuracy, and threat score outputs for each category
and timescale must be compared to a reference forecast systems, which will be done in future
studies.

5. Summary and Conclusions

This study examines the ability of an atmospheric GCM to simulate large-scale and
localized TCG conditions based on sub-seasonal variability. This project attempts to identify a
combination of independent thermodynamic and dynamic variables that accurately detects
realistic TCG environments based on their anomalous variability on 10-day and 15-day
timescales within GCM simulations. We also explore sub-seasonal variability as a predictive tool
for TCG likelihood. These efforts will potentially help improve the detection of North Atlantic
TCG as simulated by atmospheric GCMs and thereby help improve seasonal forecasting of TCs
and the potential changes in TC activity under future climate change conditions.
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Two metrics are used as the starting point for assessing the ability of a GCM to simulate
seasonal TCG environments using two seasonal genesis metrics: Gray‟s Seasonal Genesis
Parameter (SGP), and Emanuel and Nolan‟s Genesis Potential Index (GPI). Each metric employs
combinations of thermodynamic and dynamic input variables. To provide a benchmark for the
GCMs, we first verify the abilities of two reanalysis datasets (NCEP and ERA-40) to capture
observed TCG environments and TC tracks within the Atlantic main development region (MDR)
over the period June-September 1981-2000. Given these results, we are then in position to
examine output from a 4-member ensemble of the CAM3.1 atmospheric GCM, forced with
observed SSTs.
Next, by comparing with ERA-40 output, we are able to evaluate the skill of CAM3.1 at
capturing TCG potential on daily scales. Given this objective, we assess the ability of the GCM
to simulate localized regions of significant lower-level convergence, low-level vortices, upperlevel divergence, and deep convection. Then, we identify 20 thermodynamic and dynamic
variables that attempt to capture TCG and evolution on both the large and small spatial scales.
These are a combination of both commonly accepted and recently proposed variables. For each
variable, deviation anomalies of the daily variability on 10-day and 15-day timescales are
calculated for the CAM3.1 ensemble members and ERA-40 output to assess sub-seasonal
variability within the MDR. It is important to note that this is the variability of daily data on the
sub-seasonal timescales, which should be most responsible for the TCG. To help identify key
TCG variables and remove redundancies, principal component analysis (PCA) is performed on
four categorical variable sets. Eigenvector compositions are compared between the ERA-40 and
CAM3.1 ensemble member output to determine the capabilities and limitations of the GCM at
highlighting dominant variable and categorical combinations. Lastly, we employ a logistic
regression technique on each ERA-40 set of ideal categorical eigenvector combinations and raw
variable combinations to assess their diagnostic capabilities to indicate TCG occurrences on 10day and 15-day timescales. P-values are generated for each eigenvector and variable
combination, which indicate statistical significance of each input term for predicting the onset of
TCG events. Similarly, confusion matrices are created for each eigenvector regression technique
to quantify each category‟s predictive skill.
Based on intercomparisons of the GCM output and both reanalysis datasets, CAM3.1 is
found to exhibit skill at simulating both large-scale and localized TCG environments (Discussed
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in Chapter 3, Figures 3-6). Evident in both the SGP and GPI outputs, the climate model
consistently captures the seasonal spatial and signal fluctuation of Atlantic regions conducive for
TCG. However, maxima, mean, and variance in the 20-year datasets for SGP and GPI are less
than those of both reanalysis datasets. We have attributed the SGP underrepresentation to a
weaker sensitivity in the ability of CAM3.1 to capture moist instability from the surface to
500mb (i.e. SGP Instability parameter). Similarly, in the CAM3.1 daily output, we are able to
locate and signify localized maxima in mid-to-lower level vortices, such as 850mb relative
vorticity and IPV310. Similarly, in the climate model data, we successfully identify minima in
localized upper-level divergence and varying shear properties throughout the depth of the
troposphere. However, we find that CAM3.1 exhibits regions of deep convection on a larger
spatial scale and can identify lower amplitude signals in both convective precipitation rates and
sub-tropical IPV310 signatures. From this, we conclude that CAM3.1 also exhibits the capability
to simulate TCG conditions on a daily scale, but misrepresentations in capturing some
thermodynamic and dynamic variables sufficiently may limit its ability to represent realistic
TCG events.
We next examine results from PCA. On both 10-day and 15-day timescales, the
independent variable combinations identified in the CAM3.1 ensemble members are comparable
to those identified by ERA-40 with some limitations (Discussed in Chapter 4, Tables 7-28). The
number of PCs required to capture sufficient temporal variance is identical across both datasets
for all categories except the dynamic-rotational grouping. Using a threshold sufficiency of 70%,
these categorical PCs range from two in the dynamic-environmental category to seven in the
thermodynamic-dynamic category. Similarly, findings from all four categories reveal that the
MDR TCG environment within CAM3.1 is represented more accurately by sub-seasonal
variability on the 15-day scale compared to the 10-day timescale.
In the thermodynamic-convective category (Tables 7-10), the PCA applied to the
CAM3.1 ensemble members and ERA-40 data identifies nearly identical variables in PC1, which
signifies comparable parameter variability between models. However, the loading values in each
of the dominant terms in PC2 and PC3 from CAM3.1 are much higher on average compared to
ERA-40 results. This finding indicates a stronger variability within the CAM3.1 MDR.
Strong similarity also found exists between CAM3.1 ensemble members and ERA-40 in
the dynamic-environmental category (Tables 11-14). In PC1, the PCA identifies similar
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redundancies between upper-level and deep shear, but upper-level shear varies more within the
climate model. The larger difference in loading values between these terms and lower-level shear
indicates that CAM3.1 distinguishes more clearly between the two sets. Similarly, in PC2, both
datasets recognize sea level pressure as the dominant term.
In the dynamic-rotational category (Tables 15-18), results from PC1 and PC2 in CAM3.1
members are consistent with the reanalysis PCA results as they signify the importance of both
lower and upper-level IPV properties. However, within CAM3.1 on both timescales, less
variance is attributed to upper-level IPV terms in PC1, but more variance is attributed to lowerlevel moist IPV in PC2. Also, given that the CAM3.1 members only require two PCs instead of
three to capture sufficient variance in this category, CAM3.1 is likely constrained by missing
physics pertaining to lower-to-upper-level relative vorticity variability.
Lastly, results from PCA performed on the combined thermodynamic-dynamic category
(Tables 19-28) indicate that CAM3.1 exhibits a noticeable inability to represent variables equally
across all three categories, but only on the 10-day timescale. Based on PC1-PC3 findings,
CAM3.1 displays higher variability than ERA-40 associated with dynamic-rotational terms, but
lower variability associated with dynamic-environmental shear terms. Thus, we conclude that the
model physics in CAM3.1 constrains the variability signatures on this timescale. On the 15-day
timescale, CAM3.1 ensemble member results in PC1 and PC2 are much more comparable to
those of ERA-40. Consistent with reanalysis results, all three categories are represented at least
once in PC1, while output in PC2 signifies redundancies between Convect and VertW. However,
CAM3.1 still yields dominance in dynamic-rotational terms in PC1 as opposed to dynamicenvironmental variables in the reanalysis dataset, along with lower-level instead of upper-level
IPV terms in PC3. Findings from both timescales verify our hypothesis that TCG in the present
climate is based on interactions between large-scale thermodynamic and localized dynamic
conditions. However, the strong influence of both thermodynamically and dynamically varying
terms on these timescales indicates that short-term variability of both parameter types is
necessary to capture TCG conditions. Given this finding, we reject our hypothesis, motivated by
McBride and Zehr (1981a), that thermodynamic parameters only depict seasonality of TCG
conditions.
The last component of the research applied logistic regression to identify potential
relations between the dynamic and thermodynamic variables and the observed TCG occurrences
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(Discussed in Chapter 4, Figures 8-15, Tables 29-32). From the logistic regression results, we
used p-values indicating the statistical significance of each variable for predicting TCG events.
This approach was done for both the PCA variables and raw variable sets. On the 10-day
timescale, only PC2 is considered to be statistically significant in the thermodynamic-convective
category, both PCs in the dynamic-environmental grouping, only PC1 and PC2 in the dynamicrotational category, and only PC4 in the thermodynamic-dynamic category. These findings are
identical on the 15-day timescale, except for the thermodynamic-convective category, which
yields statistical significance in PC1-PC3 instead of PC4 only on the previous timescale. These
results indicate that only a fraction of the PCs also possess statistical significance as positive
contributors for identifying TCG occurrences. Similar results are evident in raw categorical
variable combinations. On the 10-day scale, statistical significance is associated with Convect
and T500 in the thermodynamic-convective category, SLP in the dynamic-environmental
category, LLRV in the dynamic-rotational grouping, and T500, LLRV, Shear500-925 and Shear
in the thermodynamic-dynamic grouping. Similarly, on the 15-day timescale, statistical
significance is associated with Convect and T500 in the thermodynamic-convective category,
SLP and Shear500-925 in the dynamic-environmental category, LLRV and IPV310 in the
dynamic-rotational grouping, and Convect, LLRV, and Shear500-925 in the combined
thermodynamic-dynamic category. These findings serve to further filter sets of redundant
variables by identifying parameters that are not only dominant, but also are strong predictors of
TCG events. In addition to p-value information, the confusion matrices for the logistic
regressions are used to identify predictive skill.
From the logistic regression results, we find that sub-seasonal variability performs well as
a predictive tool for TCG occurrences, but only on the 15-day timescale. Although accuracy and
precision percentages range from 68-72% for each timescale, these values are largely favored by
the high number of correctly predicted non-TCG occurrences (179-183 on the 10-day, 101-106
on the 15-day). When only considering the successful prediction of a TCG occurrence, threat
scores yield values of 0-18% for the 10-day timescale, and 5-42% for the 15-day timescale.
Future studies will include comparing the predictive skill of these independent PC combinations
to that of reference forecast systems in order to determine if short-term variability does indeed
capture TCG more realistically. Nevertheless, results from this method indicate potential for
similar output when applied to CAM3.1 output and GCM-simulated TC occurrences.
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Overall, CAM3.1 does possess capabilities to represent a realistic TCG environment
based on sub-seasonal variability on both spatial and temporal scales, especially on the 15-day
timescale. On the 10-day scale, the most dominant variables to capture the most temporal
variance within the MDR consist of anomalous upper- and lower-level IPV terms, 700mb theta-e
temperatures, and deep shear parameters. Similarly, on 15-day timescales, the most influential
deviation anomalies include upper- and lower-level IPV terms, convective precipitation rates or
500mb vertical velocities, and surface-500mb moist instability. Results from this study provide
an improved understanding of sufficient conditions for TCG, and potentially improve seasonal
TC forecasts using GCMs.
This study does possess some limitations to be addressed in future studies. The focus
region is likely too large given that its far western quadrant possesses less than 10% of the
observed TCG events over the time period of interest. By identifying smaller regions in future
studies, we expect signals of thermodynamic and dynamic variability to correlate better with
TCG occurrences. Next, despite general consistency amongst the four CAM3.1 ensemble
members, including more simulations in future studies will include a more robust range of
uncertainty. Additionally, alternative atmospheric GCMs could be used and yield different
results. Also, performing PCA implies linear independent relationships between variables. Given
this limitation, future studies include the implementation of model selection techniques on PCA
output to identify if any higher order relationships exist between variables in a given category
(i.e., non-linear PCA methods). Within the logistic regression application, some single 10-day
and 15-day periods yielded multiple TCG occurrences.

However, due to the binary

configuration of TCG likelihood, these multiple TCG events possessed the same value as the
occurrence of a single TCG event. To reduce the possibility of representing multiple TCG
events using a threshold value of 1, shorter timescales (i.e. 5 days or less) can be evaluated in
future work. Poisson regression techniques, which apply to count data, may also be implemented
in place of logistic regression to solve this issue.
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